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ABSTRACT 
Sbie 2.f. Fools is an extremely complex and battling 
novel. Part of it.a complexity derives from a device Mis a 
Porter uses constantly in the novel, ironyo The reader 
. is confronted by characters who consistently distort t~eir 
own world and who maintain delusions about themselves and 
eacb othero Miss Porter distinguishes the erring rrom 
the wise· through irony which portrays, with perfect dis-
crimination and precisi'on, the complexities of life aboard 
the Vera. The fools in thei~ pursuit of enticing appear~ 
ance disregard the complexities of existence; they con-
sistently overlook irony, but the reader must be awa~e 
ot irony, lest be too be a fool~ . 
In the thesis I will propose a method for recognizing 
and st~dying irony in the novel. Robert Penn War~n in 
one or bis is1nalyses of Miss Porter's short fie tion dis-
I 
c. 
· ............... i 
eerns iG['aw©® important elements wbicb constitute, in bis 
opinion 9 . the 9!poetic strain" of her style. 11 Implioa ti ve 
detail 9 u ncountex-p·o.1nt of incident," and 11 close · structure" 
are all devices or irony.· Each is·inherently ironic. 
.. . ... 
·~mii my· study of the novel I have added the auctorial voice 
i .\, 
when employ~d f o~ purposes of ·irony to these elements . Y.>' 
. 
.. 
• 
. . 
. .. -~ 
. \ 
' '•••- •• """" • ,,,,,. .... ,, ,,,~e,,,,, • ·~·••" •••••-""'.:"'""'-"""' • ••" • • •-•-•-•• .. ••••••••••••-.-o~,,-.~~-· -~-·-·.-••_ - •HO•-·-. __ •:-• • • - • -• 0 • because it appears frequently. - · .. . . . .. ' , .. ---·-··-·· --~---·- - .. •... .. ·----- -
In the :first half of my paper I investigate bow . · 
illlplicative detail and the auctorial voice may be 
r 
' ·,. i 
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meaningful gui·des to primary· ironies that 'evolve .from · 
their oi-1n inborn irony o I11 the second half or my thesis 
I review how these elemerita .and counterpoint of incident 
interrelate 1r1i th one another in the close struc.ture · of 
a small "theme ~antt1 var·1ation11 group.·. As these elements 
etiri~h one another tbey achieve new levels or irony. 
The elements which create these new stages· of irony are, 
again, instrumental in discovering them. 
. Because I find tbe i·rorlr to be : _· .. · organic I have 
·included discussions of the fool the~e and ·the overall 
struc·ture to ensure the -success of my project. I· have 
also provided a cr1tio$l evaluation ·or the relationship 
of the auotorial voice to implicative detail because I 
bel·ieve Miss Porter overworks her commentary and thus 
too infrequently employs implicative detail to delineate 
• 
irony. 
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· .I. Introduction · 
.·~ 
. ''
Ship·o~·Foola is an extremely complex and baffling 
novel. Part of the novel's complexity arises from the 
inherent irony of its basic theme., the fool ~theme. Miss 
· ·. Porter carefully delineates tbe discrepancy between ap .. 
pearance and Teality on many different levels of char-
acterization and theme development. The passengers 
/ 
aboard the Vera become fools as they are beguiled by the 
alluring but fals,e appearances of national myth., romantic 
love 9 physical beauty, social status, and the facade of 
religious piety. They allow their actions and thoughts 
to be shaped by tbe demands of the appealing illusions 
they espous~ and they refuse to recognize their true. 
selves. The mask theme, a device of the fool theme, is 
also innately iron_ic as it portrays the characters as 
<..·-they adopt an ideal and pleasing self to cover the 
reality of their actual personality. Thus the reader ' ' 
is frequently confronted by 1r6ny in th~ novel. Miss 
Porter r<aquixz,es h
1
im to discriminate between the charac-
ters' delusions about themselves and the world they live 
in and ~bat the characters and their world are i~·verity~ 
:~. 
a The cbaract~rs overlook thei·r irony as they pursue en-, .. ~ -··-.··--··-···-·-··· ---~- '" -·. 
·-· - -- .. -- - -~ --- -- - --· ----· ----- - -· -----·-
- ' ' 
irony lest he too become a fool. 
The. reader may easily perceive some of tbe, ironies. 
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• 
ot tbe novel. Prau -Ritte-rsdorf in the· following quotation 
overloolrs the irony of her reducing the symbol of Christ' a 
sacrificial death to the level of a pretty and useful 
charm. The reader presumably sees tbe discrepancy at 
once. 
She crossed herself several times although she 
was a Lutheran. It was a gestu~e she felt . l 
becoming to her, and it warded off bad luck (p. 44). 
But the ironies are not always obvious; the reader could 
not expect them to be so and have them remllin faithful to 
the complex subjects they describe. 
One of tbe most difficult places ·to detect Miss 
Porter's careful irony is in internal monologues- in which 
the characters seem to have new awarenessmto their real 
,,selves.\ The reader must d~cide Whether this awareness is 
I ' 
true or not. The character's seeming moment of insight 
'· 
may only be another delusio~ t9 comfort him in his adopted 
self. In one scene, which I shall be studying more com-
pletely later in -this paper, Freytag, one of the German (·, 
passengers, has conflicting thoughts about Ma±-y.~. ·-
. . . 
, 
.. - ' 
t 
his Jewish wife • 
:::;_ - - -- ---
. - ..... ·- -·-· .. ·-·-···· ··-
- ---~ __ .. - -- --~-
,, - f 
\ 
They would never see· Geri,tny ·aga·1zr, excfept· ·r-or - ---·----··:·--~~---'-··-····---'-·;·-····-:----~----··;--·-
a ~1racleo Mary,·must. be his native land end 
- ---- ,,....,...~·~·-·~~.---- _ h~ must be harsD and they ~1-ould bsve to.carry· 
. __ ___ their ot1n _.olima.te with them ~Yhe]:)ever ·thery~ i-1~ent; - ·-····----··-·-----·------·-
. --they-i-mu-st- · cal-1 tbat ..... @.li111~te- bom®.-8.nd.--tzw-.... no.t ....... ·.· "V~~-"--·--······ ···:-- ·-···- .. ,_ ····---~--~ 
··· ··-·----~---·----<<--~·"·.--.~---·:~·-··:_.::---~- to remem.be~ its I->eal namec:>=sxila (po 136}0 .. •·- - ----,------·------.. ---·----------------- _ ··-··-«-
\· 
:,?. : 
. ->:.f 
. 0. 1 
_ .... ..:_. 
His pride sickenedo 1rlhat ·~ shameful existence 
for any man.9 t~bst a doubly shameful, existence· 
i'or a German! No xnatter tihat be mig·ht say for 
the sake of politeness about bis mixture of , 
·- : - ·.-· : . ' - -_ ~ -- .. - " 
- · .. -::--_:;..:._,"'"c_~·J··----=:..;._r_\'L-;:.~=··\'-'17/'-.;.~~~~~· .... : ,.~_ ·_:_;;;_·-~-_,: :..~_._: .. ~,._ __ -._ . .;. · ... _-__ ·--.- :-·~ :· -
\. 
,...:·-- ·-
... 
; 
.... 
·• 
. . . .· irn - t · · I I 
' . 
' 
nationalities, be knew he was altogether German, 
". 
a legitimate son of that powerful German strain 
~ble to destroy all foreign bloods in its own 
veins and make all pure and German once more; 
and the whole world had been for him merely a 
hunting ground, a foraging place, a territory 
of p~ofitable sojourn until the day should come 
'when he would go home for good 9 having never 
been away in his soul (ppo 136-137)e 
These two passages ask pointedly of Freytag which will be 
his native land--Mary or Germany? In the next scene Miss 
Porter tells the reader that Freytag substitutes in his 
mind Mary for Jenny, who is walking away from him, and be 
'If that ·were Mary.walking yonder, even at this 
distance, at first glance, anybody--even Il--
anybody would know she is a Jewo ••• What 
have I done to us botb 0 Mary 9 Mary •••• what 
shall I do not-J? w 
It was all in a fraction of a second that 
his image of bis whole life split apart (p. 1·41). 
And soon after this the :reader. is told: 
His· i·magination began picking up the pieces of 
his shattered image and putting it ~ogether 
again; it did look almost the sameo It was . 
trueD or bad been~~it could ~till beo It was 
Mary herself t'1bo made the di.fference to bi.a · 
whole life 9 b®r qualities were changeless, what 
had poss~ss6d him to fall into a .fright about ... ,. __ 
tbei!lY future? (po 142) o · 
- '',;-~--=--
5 
.. 
,.., 
Is Freytag truly having a moment of intense awareness 
concerning the fear he has been hiding from bi·mself? 
Or is. bis fear about the· future and the way be picks up 
,. 
' .. . " : ,. ..... --·~·. '. ,_ ·-· - . : -. - .. ·-· -.... --· - --· --·- .. 
__ ··~······.··-··-·-·· .. ----··· ........ tbe_''Jgece.s or .... h_is_.J~b~~.1'ereg_ .. 1m.ag~ll ___ a ... _delusion_ ... _.to_·bloek .. _ .... -----··.·~! ... · ···.~•. _· ~ 
. - -·--·--··-· _._..J,_,-·----····--·----- ·-·--··--··-----~~ ...... _.: _____ _ l .... ··--·--·-·-,-------.--·-·----~u·t -the·· ·strange being tbat becomes apparent in him in_ . 
I 
. 
:i 
· the second quotation listed?. I The reader who sees Freytag ? 
\ 
r• 
i 
'. l 
6 
. . . 
•• 
- - -' IL 
. 
' .. .._ _ __.,_ l - i 
. . 
as an unfortunate man caught up in a lamentable dilemma · 
of race prejudice will be at a lose, as Freytag is himself, 
to understand some of his conduct later in the novel. 
For example, at one point in speaking with Mrs. Treadwell 
be indicates his prejudice against Jews. 
'He (the Captain) put me at the table with the Jew!' shouted Freytag in a climatic mystical 
spin of outrage, and stopped as if a hand bad been laid on his mouth (p. 250). 
The reader bears a heavy responsibility in reading 
Ship of Fools. He must attempt t,o recognize and under-
stand the multiple ironies of the fool theme to the best 
of bis ability. Unless he does so he will have difficulty 
in comprehending many of the intricate characters and 
1-:_ ideas of tl1e ti-1ork. Yet irony is often difficult to under-
stando I suspect this is due partially to the complexity 
inborn in irony as it always describes discrepancies in 
what it po:rtra_ys. With tbe aid of Robert Penn Warren• s 
insight into Miss Porter's short fiction I intend to pro-
pose in this-paper a method for analyzing irony in her 
novel. In part my study will provide the 1~eader with 
the means for perceiving and undarstsnding irony in the 
novel. dXLwill Telisb show tbe :m.2nner 1n which ironies 
often interrelarte with one ®.nother as_ they contribute to -
-
~--· 
-l 
"- • 
. •..; 
. . • .. ·-' --- ··---·.·_· .. ::·_··--_:--~--·_~ ...... c-:·~.~-_..._..._._J\.-,-.~..,. .. - , ..... ,~~----,-· ........... . -=1me--w-orks---r-ich-- -se-ainl-e-s-s- ·:--t~extu-re--- - -- ------------------------~-----:-· -- --------- --_ ---_------ ---- -------------_ -- --- --- --·-· · · - ,..; 
. 
. . 
--- .............. -- .... -- --- -·····-····· ______ _._.,.... . ..................... -----------------------------·--·---------------- ---- -
.' -----·---·-------~------·-·--·-.....:._ _____ :..:.:. ----·_' -~----_ - ... .---_------------ -~-~--:.-- --··- . --- . 
-~ ---
;, In. one of his assays on Miss Porter's short :fiction. 
-· - ~- -- Warren d1st-1nguishes three stylistic elements -which 
,.:..'.. 
ic--' 
, .. 
. . -~-~ 
.·-: ·-_ . .-., ____ ;..,._-_:_·._, .. ~.·--'~-· .. ;_ cJ:..;:-:;,::?1 
. ~ti/• 
•: 
• 
----
.. 
contribute to the "beautiful atyle" and "poetry" of hel' 
2 
.short fiction.· Eacb or these elements is a guide to 
7 
the interior meaning of what they describe. And, al-
though Warren overlooks this, all of the elements are 
ironic in nature. "Implicative details" are ironic as 
they disclose discrepancies in the subject they delineate. 
"Counterpoint of incident11 is ironic as it juxtaposes 
unlike incidents together. Finally, "close stM.1cture" 
is also inherently ironic as it combines contrasting 
. ·# scenes in thematic arrangement. 
.. The innate irony or implicative detail, counterpoint-
' 
of incident, and close structure provides insight into 
more important ironies of character, episode, and theme. 
They become important tools to help the reader discover 
many of the book 8 s ironies. Also detail, incident, and 
structure act organically with one another to provide 
stylistic and complex levels of irony which have important 
thematic implications. Thus the reader shall see in my 
last ~~~pter bow the close structure or a small scene 
group-will take on the image of a circle through the 
influenc~_gf _jJnplicative detail and Counterpoint of 
... -·~· 
incident. . The circle image bas thematic value. as ·1t:~~~ -· -·-···· ·--- ·--·-·---····---------. ---·- - - -~ ·---~· -· 
i 
f-
l 
- ' ;-· 
.... ~-·-·"··-···" --~--" ··-· "-··- ,,.. .. - ' -~- . -... ··- 'f.~ 
_ . perfectly picturf:11:J J~Q~ ::t:I'_()nj of_-lovei:-s being---impPisoned-- ·-.·· .· - · F 
... __ , ____ ..,, ___ ..... ~~-.~--.. ~~----~-.--~----~},.-------- - ----- -- -- .. . . . . . .. . - . . . . - . - - ' .. :_·,_·-•• .-... 
. . . . . . .. , ... -···,,·· ... ·•······--·. - ... ,. . . •. . ···--··-··-::=:: ,-_ .. - ... ·c=-=·-.. =.c~,o,,····:...:..· .. 
-·······--------·····--·------------·---·-·---·--~-----------·-1n-·love •... This- circfle linage then contributes to the · .. 
. ' 
' : 
' structural irony of the novel. The Vera is on an endless 
j"ourne'y nowhere. 
,·.ii,. 
•,i,· 
.. i~ 
. •·· .: 
- -- ,. -· ... 
. ___ ... _;-:.:.,~=--.0-~:: .... 2.,··· ---~---.,-··,- .--..,,, ·-·--- -- ". ------ -"····-~~-- --- ~------~--, 
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BefoN) I turn to Warren's definition of his three 
elements I should warn the reader that he will find a 
number of characters, scenes, episodes and even themes 
are not treated at all in· this paper. For the most part 
I shall be analyzing specific implicative details, 
counterpoints of incident, and matters of close struc-
ture. 
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II. Three Devices of Irony 
··' 
' According to Warren, "indicative poetry" is comprised 
or highly sensitive, precise, carefully executed impli-
cative details which usually emphasize a duality of some 
sort in whatever subject they describeo They are func-
'tional and implicative in that they lead the careful 
- reader into nthe core of' meaning" of a character, a scene, 
or an 1ncidento 3 By way of illustration Warren cites a 
pass~ge from Flo1r1ering Judas· where Braggioni sits singing 
sentimental songso Warren 9 s attention is attracted by 
·certain incongruously combined images, such as the ones 
underlines here: 
His_mouth opens round and yearns sideways, his 
balloon cheeks gro1t1 oily with the labor of song. 
He bulges marvelouslx in bis expensive garments • 
. Over bis lavender collar 9 crushed upon a purple 
necktie 9 held by a diamond hoop: over .his am~ 
munition belt of tooled leather worked in silver, 
buckled cruellX around bis gasping middle~ over 
the tops of his glossy yellow shoes Braggioni 
swells with ominous 
0
ripeness, bis mauve silk -
hose stretched taut, bis ankles boµnd with the 
stout leather thongs of bis shoes.~ 
Here a tissue of contradictions is presented, high-
··-. ,, ' 
ligbtid.by the discr~~ancy between tbe lavish sp&~ndor of 
·;sraggion.1 1 s appointments and the· harsh intrusion or imple-
1
--
.. ,.. 
· · • ______ . ___ ments of war. The underlined implicative ___ datails provide 
. 
--- , 
-··-·-~-·-· - ..:.,._' 
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' - . - ... ·--·--· ··----·- ~--· ...... ....,..., - .· 
reader with "blurred ,.emotion," but u sideways" reminds 
9 
·~ 
..,. 
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" - - - - 11 
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• 
. 
. 
one ot "grossness," brutality. The ammunition belt 1nd1-
"j cates a man who loves humanity, yet is capable of brutal-
1 ty. The "ominous r1peneas 11 refers moat likely to the 
•violent threat in the man as contrasted with his soft-
ness." In this instance, details imply the central germ 
------ . 
of Bragg1oni 1 s eharacter 9 which at its heart is para-
doxica~D and this paradox profoundly affects Laura. A 
revolutionary leader should be "lean, animated by heroic 
faith, a vessel of abstract virtues.," sbe thinks. But 
--·· --- - . ······--·······-·- ----··----·-~··· --- .. ~.-- . --·-------. -- -· ···---· ... 
the "gluttonous bulk11 of Bragg1on1 has "become a symbol 
of her many disillusions." 
- .. . . 
Before I briefly review Warren 1 s analysis of Noon 
Wine it will be helpful to mention several ideas from 
Understanding Poetry which differentiate implicative 
' detail from non-functional detail. One of the basic 
' ideas in this widely used text and in essays such as 
"Pure and Impure Poetryn and "The Re·ad-ing of Modern 
,, . 5 
Poetry" is that nothing is inberently poetic. An image 
is not poetic unless it functions in the overall design 
of the poem. A nonfunctional image is "idle and mean- . 
..• 
ingless, dead or inert, or d·i·st-rae-ting and self-serving, 
. ··-- ···-···--· - -··· . -
. --··--•·· -· - ~ -·. . - - ···-·--·-·····---~···--·-····-- ..... 
like some foolish ornament tbat merely cal.ls attention to· · 
. . .. ·--· '. -- -.. -. .. . . . ........ · ·6. . ·"·'"-··· ,... . ··.:,- .··· 1 . ., --· , ... -··-
-.. -... _.,. -··· ~:.:::_·----· .... -:-=~···_--... _ ........ _ ..... - .... _-····_· • ·-1t.se_lf o nt ---· .. -·c-~Onr~t_be_.r·ptlbe_r.tbang,. an implicative de tail is one · -. ~-·· .:· .. ,.·~c . , : ----
. . . '(:, .·• .. . -- . ----------. --·. ·----·--··------~------·-. -----· -------.. ·--------------- ________ ,.____ - ··---------- ·-· --··--·--------- ------ ··--·----------------------- -··-· ·------------------·-···-.:...------!.--~-. -. -----· -
i -~. . 
··-··~··--··--·--·-·-·--·-- - -----
' . 
-·which contributes literal description and, more" important, 
suggests interior meaning which is not readily apparent. 
Because Miss Porter's detail is a guide to meaning and 
-- -.-~--
~·--
.. 
. , 
.! I . 
I j 
,, 
. ...,.._. 
·• 
- . 
,. 
becauit'e 1 t enriches meaning, her prose is poetic in War-
ren' a :. · ··': ~-~-... ~.·sense of the word. An implicative detail 
,, . 
is like an intricate functional image, intricate because 
it inherently emphasizes dualities and discrepancies in 
its subject which an image does not have to do. Such 
detail may not be strictly categorized ~o the point where 
it alivays evidences itself in the same form, sucb as in-
congruous images immediately combined,togetber. But 
where implicative detail is present, so is contradiction, 
11 
and its form is dictated by tbe needs of context and theme. 
In his analysis o:f Flot11ering Judas, discrepancy be-
tween contrary precise images attracted Warren's attention. 
In the passage he cltes from·Noon Wine it is "the vecy 
ordinariness of the ordinary items presented to us" that 
7 
appeals to him. Here is part of the passage be provid~s: 
Th~e churn rumbled and swished like tbe. belly of 
a t~otting ho~se~ and Mro Thompson seemed some-
how to be driving a horse with one handv raining 
it in and urging it t·orward; and svery noti and 
then ha turned halfway around and squirted a 
treme11~ous spit of tobacco juice out over the 
stepso . . .. , 
·Against an ordinary background, doing an ordinary task, 
provided with ordinary equipment, Mro Thompson is engaged-
' 
' .. 
' 
, 
I ' i , 
-
in an· exalted feat, riding· a spirited horse. --Tb·e dual . . . - . ·--· ----- ~-----~.---~·····-- , ... -···· .. 
..... ··- ···- ·-······--·-----·-~ , __ --·- . 
···· - -· -----·-·· - ---images o:r--c-ourse -contradict one another. Warren inter-- -- -· --
. . 
0-=·::-=---°<~~:____=:=~~-=~pP-8tS"-tbIS-CORtrast iS-i.iidiC&tIV-8 O:f-tb8~8SSeilt1-ai-;i8ie:t'lt ... -. 
' 
o~ pride, in Mr. Thompson's character. 'l'P.cli<i-81 will eventu-
. 9 
.ally f'ore.f! bis suiei9e. 
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Warren considers one stylistic use of implicative 
detail. In the passages be quotes from .Flowering Judas 
and Noon Wine implicative details pr~vide the reader with 
insight into the contrasting tensions in the characters 
of Braggioni and Mro Thompsono I have found in Ship of 
Fools that Miss Porter also artistically uses implicative 
details in several other functions. On occasion impli-
cative detail has a very limited range of significance. 
~ 
In such a ca~e it only provides insight into its im-
mediate context. However, Miss Porter also occasionally 
ahapes implicative detail into a symbol. As a symbol it 
becomes an important ·device of meaning in the novel. In 
my next chapter I will investigate the a·1rrerent stylistic 
uses of implicative· details and discuss their lesser or 
greater ability to indicate ironies of character and/or 
theme. 
The auctorial voice which is everywhere apparent in 
the novel has an interesting relation to implicative de-
tail. ·Both the author's commentary and i~plicative de-
() 
tail are guides to the first order of ironies in the book.·-
.,., 'VI 
. . 
-. . 
The auctorial voice is frequently used in its ironic 
···-·-··· :.·~--~----·-····.··sense to·shape the readervs.opinion of a·cbaracter·or 
. • ,,, •• ·•- -. - . -L ••- - --··· .',, ··--••-- ·--"' - ----·-·- • -
I 
incident. It is __ my ___ opinion -th sit tbe auctorial. voice ·. ·- _ _ ____ ------~---·---:--~~~--~----~----··-·:-~·-=~-~~=~ 
- ... -- ... ---- -· . -~----· - . -- '. 
--·· - ····-·-----· -·-···-·-- .- ···----·· . 
-·· -·--·-··-·--· -··----· --·-··. 
--···-····""' --·-- ·-- ) 
. ---·-·"····--· 1..,l . . .................. ·-····---······-·-- •-.---·-·-------- ···- ""' - ···- ---·-····--···--· --·-·---~ -=---· -------·-·-c·.~ ····--- - ....... -----
.t 
·~.._ --- ·--~··· ..... __ ---v--•·------ -
. . .. - c· .••• ·-·--·--·· ••····• ···••• ., .•... , . .. •.. ·-
When Mis _impiriges upon t·be use of implicative detail. 
. · Porter uses be:r ironic voice she cboos'es to show the reader 
rather than describe for him the meaning of her subject. 
"-. •,-:> 
-~~---------- . ----~--·---····--
.... 
·' 
" I will treat the importance of tbe auctorial voice to 
the strategy I run proposing for analyzing irony in Ship 
of Fools and the relationship o~ the author's commentary 
-- ~~ 
to detail in the chapter following my discussion of 
implicative details. 
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Warren's study of "close structure" and 11 counterpoi~t 
10 
et incident" is brief. Since he never specifically says 
what he means by close structure the ·reader must extract 
_ ,his meaning from bis analysis of Old Mortalitx. I do 
know before even beginning this analysis that structure 
like detail must be functional, according to bis thinking. 
in Understanding Fiction: 
} 
It may be said that a story is successful--that 
it bas achieved form--when all of the elements 
are functionally related to each other, when 
each part contributes to tbe~intended effect. 11 
The same text also defines structure: 
_Structure is usually used -lJi th • ·• • ;special 
re.ference to the ordering of the larger elements 
such as· episodes, scenes, and details of action. 1~ ., . . 
• • • T 
·In his analysis of Old Mortality close structure on 
·· -· ·---·-·,·-· --·-·· ---···the most obvious level means Miss Porter's ability to_--·----··· ·--------------
compress a long time span (1885~1912) into~ relatively 
;::.'> . • . ' 
· -,- :_ sbort treatm0nto l.3 · This is accomplished by dividing the 
.... , ............ ' ---···· ..... - .. 
1))"• 
.• 
.. ··-~-~---.-··- ·---·~ -·----~-----~------~----- ~ -·~·--·---- ~,...,_ 
-----··---------
___ · __ · _ '·~action into thrse sec.tions .(1885=-1902, 1904, 1912) eae.h--
.. 
of which comments on the· stage Miranda is a~ ____ tr·1 cri ti-
i., __ 
cizing legend. Each stage is characterized b.y tbe style. 
.  
of the appropriate section--Part I is notable for "rich · 
~- .• 
·, 
I .. 
-·- . ,. _.:_,.0';::.;.--.-----;::::::::::::;~ 
. - - . 
.•. -.1 
.. 
• > 
- .. - -·--·--------· ....... -~--.- - ------ -
-- - -
- . 
c1roumstant1ality and easy discursivenes.s"; Part II, 1~ 
'\ contrast to I, 1s terse, giving "a single ftllly developed· 
scene"; Part III., which t~Jarren doesn v t man tion in thts 
respect, is a com.bina tion of the earlier two as 1 t d,e-
lineates one scene and bas a conversational flavor. Yet 
the conversation is undercut by Miranda's discomfort in 
Eva's presence and Eva's terse repulsion of the Amy 
legend o Not'lr 9 according to Warren, structure directs and 
enriches the theme of criticizing legend. The anecdotal 
aspect of Part I develops "the first criticism of -the 
legend, the criticism by innocent common sense." In Part 
II, the terse style dramatically extends the same kind 
of criticism to the discrepancy between Gabriel of legend 
.,fame and Gabriel in actuality. Part III gives Eva's modern 
critical method and Miranda's ~eactions. Miranda first 
...... ----··- ......... , .. ..:----·-···· ·-······ 
rejects Evaj) then be1"l Father, and falls back on her own 
Miranda's myth must be a new myth tiVhicb dif-
fers fivom the contradicting myths of Eva and her father 
·but "stennning i'rom that autonomy.tt 
! lt I understand Warren correctly-, close structure --
'?,.ti -- -refers· to the way a long periocr"· of time is concisely :. 
\;.. 
- -.-----····.-- ... - ---·-- - -·-
. 
--· '"' ..... ... - . ... 
- . ------~ - ~--- . 
__ , ___ . _____ :_·---~~- ___ ---·- _ · treat_!~ in ttl~_ -~ tory and to M~ss Porter• s expe":t~t ___ drawing _ · -.·-·-···-·-·------------------··-···-····--. ' ·-. ...... .. 
. ~- ~:':..'_:_·~.'._-_·····-·----,-•··· ,-.---.... ,,..-·· .. :·:· •--:. ,. ... · . 
. --·· 
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-------
·, __ .:~_:c-.'~~-:.~~~~---~;·;;:;~:c-:=-:--·~·:=--:~9get"l1er-of element$ .of. tbe··_ fi1:>st two. _part.s into--Pa-r-t-- !·II:-~==---=--:::--· 
in aid of derining the complex nature of what Miranda's 
mytb must-be. An important insight that arises from his 
discussion is that the sections may individually represent 
i •.-• 
- -----------
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aome aspect of tbeme, and when they contrast or combin~ 
with one another, theme is immeasurably enriched. In 
this short novel the first two sections are meant to 
contrast ironically with one another and, as Warren be-
lieves, eiements from each are importantly combined in 
Part III where the irony gained from the initial contrast. 
serves the reader in his understanding of Miranda's 
predicament. 
I have found two of Warren's points concerning close 
structure helpful in investigating the novel's organiza-
tion. The first is that structuPe does often seem de-
pendent upon the juxtaposition of unlike scenes. Their 
union comes in the ironic insight their juxtaposition 
provides to the governing theme. The second is that 
structure may itself be meaningful to theme. These cer-
tainly seem applicable to the structure of small' scene · 
groups in the -novelo Miss Porte~ app~ars to arrange scenes. 
I shall call these groups 
I 
around a basic theme or idea. 
,ltbeme and variation 11 groups. The basic theme or idea 
· ·that unites these sc·enes is given variatio~1 8l)d com-
pleteness by the differing meanings t.hat the individual 
.. scenes of, the group contribute. t<?_. 1 t. · Often the principle 
. . 
.... ) \ ... 
-, ·_or organizi.ng_ two so.enes closely .togethe-r is ~,~e way- ,they 
---,~ .;~ -···_ ' --.:; ... -· .. _,._ "-" ·'·- ~ ·-
ironic~lly counterpoint one another for thematic purposes.-----------· 
Also Warren's suggestion that the very structure or a 
work may have thematic v~l:Ue seems appropriate to Ship gt. 
. ,.,·r . 
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Fools, aa. I shall show. In my last chapter I shall support 
both of Warren's ideas as I study the interrelation of 
his three elements and the auctorial voice in a theme and 
variation group. This chapter will bear the weight of 
my proposal for analyzing i 1")ony in Ship of .lt'ools as I 
shot'}1 hoi·J t~he se elements contribute ir9ny to one another 
and to theme. 
I will also investigate the novel's overall struc-
ture in a later chapter. In part I hope to demonstrate 
how Miss Porter ·unites her small theme and variation 
groups into the thematic flow of the work. But I also· 
intend this chapter to be a preparatory one. It will 
pave the way toward revealing bow the irony of the close 
structure of the theme and variation group I will be_ 
analyzing contributes to a,na~. helps make concrete the 
" irony of the overall structure •. 
Warren only mentions counterpoint of incident in 
-passing, but the me 1 ts·e;t.f gives a clear meaning con-
earning the use of this device. In counterpoint of inci-
;_ 
'I>· 
r. dent .an~action .is juxtaposed to an unlike action for thematic 
purposes. For example, the pa·ssage Warren cites in Noon 
:,.: 
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. . TI Wines, the _incident of Mr. Thompson pridefully imagining~ ... ·--:~==-~ . _ _ g: 
j \ 
hl:inself ori-8.fine horse, is cOllnterpointed bY tbe appear• _:_-:: _ _-.:-_= ________ 1 
ance of Mr. Helton. 
~ . 
The combination of incidents explains· 
·.to·. the reader wby, in f'act, Mr. Thompson is not in a more 
s.ui table place to inJ:lulge bis prid'e: b_e lacks the talent (~ ' 
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· ot bright perception and careful discrimination. When he , 
tirat sees 1.fr. Helton he judges him "to be another of 
nl4 these Irishmen, by his long upper llpo Soon he finds 
that accent is no indication ror "It wasn't Cajun and it 
wasnvt Nigger and it wasn 1 t Dutch, so it had him 
stumped o 1115 Understandably, bis -.(1'8llle; of reference is 
limited, Perhaps he wishes to place his origin because 
• 
be has a correlation in mind between how much work a man 
will do and bis nationality. In any event, his method of 
discrimination, which is based on surface appearance, is 
not very valuable. It is an explanation, in a sense, of 
why he never got ahead, but 1 t has a more tragic~,=.c.ehse-
quence later. Dependent upon observable fact ror knowl-
edge, Mr. Thom son misjudges Mr. Helton's working oapao-
1ties;' t.be actior.rs"surrounding Hatch' s death, the sympathy 
· of his neigbborss and the moral support of his family. 
The latter misjudgman:tS,1 1 combined with the agony that his 
pride causes at bis inability tO define himself, force 
him, according .to Warren, to the last .\JUggment., suicide, 
16 
to prove his innocence. That, however, as Warren says, 
can riever b~ proved. · 
. . - ·"·- .. _ . 
.- . 
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bas a more important function as it·works closely with 
and often di•rects ~tructureo Thus I will reserve my 
stu_dy of this element until the ·last chapter where both 
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its uses will become apparent and clear. I should re-
mark briefly that by incident I do not believe Warren 
meant specifically an occurrence, happening, or action. 
In tbis paper, counterpoint of incident, for want· of a 
. · 16 
better word, will refer to a marked counterpoint of 
similar entitieso Thus the reader will find that I con~ 
sider counterpoint of thoughts under this term, as well 
as counterpoints of actions and happenings, when it seems 
purposefully ironic. 
Before I begin my investigation of the different 
stylistic uses of implicative detail in the novel I 
would like to express mY gratitude to Robert Penn 
Warren for the insight be bas given me into Miss 
Porter's fiction. I am even more grateful to him for 
p~oviding tbe rationale of my paper. 
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.. III. Verbal Irony 
Implicative details are descriptive words or images 
Which describe contrasts, dualities in their subject. 
According to Warren they are precise and discriminating, 
and they are functional as they direct the careful reader 
into the germ of meaning of i·1hatever they describe. In 
this chapter Twill _discuss different stylistic uses of 
implicative details in the novel. Depending on their 
usage implicative details' range of inference may be 
small or.great. 
'• 
I shall not attempt to give a panoramic view or 
every use it can be put to; I am more directed in ~y 
study by how implicative detail, in its different styl-
istic usages, may be a meaningful guide to ironies which 
evolve from·its meaning or are suggested by its own in-
herent contrasto I shall begin with the most literal 
usages of implicative detail and then move on to an 
analysis of those which desc~ibe subjects that Miss 
· ,Porter shapes into symbolic meaning • 
-~~- t 
Contextual implicative details are ones which f'ully 
exert their. p.owers or i.nference in their own limited con-
text' -and baye · __ 11 tt_le influence o~ · the meaning· of the rest or 
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::· ·__ · ·= ·-: . _---- t-he novel·.· -·In'· ·a shor·t scene .. in the - chapter "Embarkation, •1 
-
-Frau Baumgartner berates her young so11 Hans.-- In. the 
i' beat of th_e ~hip, H·ans is writhing in discomfort in a 
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"Mexican- riding dress meant :fo:r cold mountain country." 
Und~,Btandably, be wishes to remove hia heavy clothing, 
.and he fearfully asks his motber if be may do so. Sbe 
verbally lashes him and threatens to punish him. 
Part of Hans' fear of bis mother derives from her 
·two contradictory natures. 
.. ,~-· :.;.;-
He i·1aited timidly in the corner at the head .of' 
the divan 9 yearning for kindness, hoping his 
beautiful good mother would come back soono 
She vanished in this frowning scolding stranger, 
Who blazed out et him when be least expected it, 
struck him on the t1ands, threatened him, seemed 
to hate .him { Po 43). 
Hans I bewilderment, caused by his mother' a rapid 
transition from hating stranger to loving mother, is 
captured precisely by an implicative deta.il which ends 
the scene. Soon after the above quotstidn hi*'mothen has 
· become loving again, and Miss Porter tells' the reader", 
In the confusion or bis feelings. Hans could 
have wept again~ but'the cold water on his 
face stopped his tears (po 43). 
20 
Tbis iRlage becomes i:mplicati ve and ironic in its sharp r ·. 
/ and almost startling juxtt11ps;»sition of cold water and · 
" 
.tears. Tbe eold water ~uggests bis ·mother• s cold and 
.. ·. spiteful hatred.· 
. : ,, ) - .. ,. "' - - . 
-•·-----··· -- - , . 
- - . -
·--···-······ -----
........ ~'So--take it (hiS jacket) off then;• see said. 
_ .. - . . . 
1 I see you are just a baby and I shall give · ·-··----· _____ __:__;""-'---· . . - ... --------- . -
--- . . . you a bottl® to nurse=-a· bottle with a rubber ····.·. ---- · · ............ · , · 
:: ~ .. ~~---·' ,,._."·-=c.,-· -nippls 9 with milk and· sugar/) and you shall have 
- ·· -~ .·:==-== -- nothing else for you!" supp@r
11 
v she went on, 
· ···· ·· beginning to enjoy be:t> Cruelty •• o (p .. 43). 
-
- . -· ..... ~ ' ·-----·' ... -·-~ . ... -
,q 
'fbe tears imply her remorse for her recent cruelty. 
-
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She got up, pulled her skirt straight, saw him 
clearlr, and was filled with pity and remorse (p. 43). 
His mother's rapid transition from one self to an-
other completely different one produces Hans' confusion 
of feelings. Thus in the implicative detail of the cold 
water and tears Miss Porter imagistically portrays the 
core of the scene's meaningo Hans undergoes another shift 
of emotion as the water stops his tears. The detail 
directs the reader to the irony of his mother's changing 
personalities and the efrect this change has upon her 
son. In spite of its significance 1 this detail does not 
function in the meaning of the novel beyond the illumina-
tion it provides in this scene. 
The above detail underscores the irony or the scene. 
~ diff~rent stylistic use of contextual detail occurs 
when a character, by perceiving implicative details him-. 
'self, is shocked into the heightened sense of' sel.f-
awareness which quickly reaches the brilliant intensity 
· of' an epiphany. In this ca\e the details introduce the 
character' sJ inner tension ,to both the reader and the 
character. Both interpret the detail. The reader's -
__ . _.,, · tr 
• 
-- -----------· _, __ ,.......,. ____ .,,. ___ ., _________ · __ . ·---··---··--~---'---,--_-------····--·····~- ___ ,;. -· 
··----··· .... -· --·-- -··--····· ·····-- ···-··--·-· -- ·-· .. -
· · . --·~=-~--·~.~-·· ... dif.ference of opi·nion from the character's about the 
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In a ·shop ·in Teneri.f'e, Frau Ri ttersdorf, a woman 
wbo has adopt d the role of social and aA.stocratic 
. r 
~: . . 
\ 
.b . 
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eminence to the point ot acute complacency and intolerance 
o~ others, watches a baby who "should obviously have been 
weaned long ago. 11 
The baby climbed out of her (his mother) ·1ap, and 
stood upo He wore a single dirty shirt that 
reached barely to his navelo He squared himselr. 
off on his ?eet and spread legs~ bis infant male tassel rose and pointed acutely skywards and a 
very energetic spout of water ascended in a glittering arc~ pattering in the dust not three feet from Frau Rittersdorrjs immaculate light 
colored shoes and gossamer stockingso She was so 
startled she almost cried out 9 but stood quickly backing away and drawing in her skirtso Tbe 
mother dip not understand either her movement 
or her stare for she reached out and patted her baby encouragingly on the back, with utter love 
and tenderness$ while the baby finished bis proper business with deep breathed joyous noises 
of satisfaction (po 368). 
. 
The pattering of the baby's urine so close to Frau 
RittersdorfVs resplendent footwear becomes an implicative 
'~· detail. by its inherent contrast, which shocks her. In 
her second reaction sbe experiences 
• • • 1a chill of horror as if a bony hand reached · 
out of th® past clutching her coldly and drawing ber again into the air1.ful wallow of ignorance and poverty and brutish living she bad escaped ob barely--barelyl (p. 369). 
~. For her the image of the baby making water. becomes only 
indicative of squalor and poverty. And sbe associates 
22 
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it with such as the image . .fetcbes forth- in'b·er mind bo:r':r•or·-··· f 
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the appearance o~ poverty in mother and baby lies a 
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' splendid fundamentalism and unpretention carried through 
the image of the baby 1 s natural act and the mother's pure 
love for her child. The contrast between the squalor and 
the unpretention of mother and child forms the basic 
irony of the scene. 
From th is basic irony another impor.tant irony devel-
ops. As Frau Rittersdorf construes tbe image o:f the baby 
urinating her interpretation becomes a support of her 
present aristocratic self. She thinks that she had just 
11 barely11 escaped the "poverty" of her youth. Ironically 
• I J 
she has misinterpreted the image and perverted its mean-
ing to support her ideal conception of herself. 
Immediately after herpthought about having barely 
escaped poverty, she bas a dream concerning her childhood. 
Her vision underscores her misinterpretation of the baby 
voiding image as it challenges her adopted self. 
- . -l 
The floors, the pigs., the~ bread, her grandfather ~ 
and grandmother, ·her parents, all cried in the 
same voice the same terrib~~ words she could 1not 
understand~ though she knew what they meant to 
tell her (po 369)0 
. ·-·--··---·--··---- ·-·- -·--·-----·-·· 
. . 
' 
I b~ve the voices cry out f'or her to return to her 
former childhood self. At that time·her human :feelings 
. . , 
and devotions were µnimpeded by the · pre tent ions she·. h*1S · 
[j • ·\ 
• t• f#./±.• 
____ .. ___ :_-as-sumed in the civilized world. The voices call her 
·--~. -~---····· - ··--
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the shop. But it is not poverty th! cry for her to. come \__ 
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back to. The poverty does not matter at all. They w1·ab: . 
her to be her true self again. But Frau Rittersuorf 
rejects this'. dream and what it tries to tell her. She 
says to the sbopkeeper, "I must be having an attack of 
some kind," and a ~~---lks away she "recovered rapidly.n 
The implicative detail that juxtaposes the baby's· 
ul'ine with Frau Ri ttersdorf' s dazzling footwear is quite· 
important in this scene. · It reminds her of poverty and 
squalor. But the real meaning of the detail is under-
scoI'ed by her dream. Her 11 immaculate light colored shoes 
and ;gossamer stockings" become indicative of the adopted, 
pretentious, aristocratic self that the dream challenges. 
The baby's wate~, the product of a natural and satisfying 
act,~ is not squalid. It implies natural and healthy 
--·· -----~- ----- · ·· ·simplicity~ The careful reader must disagree with her 
interpretation, and in so doing is directed to the irony 
., of her attempting to support her adopted self by he.r 
.... 
.real self. 
In a number of instances the implicative detail's 
--~ ( 
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power of suggestion is ·not restricted to its own immediate 
In the study I noiv turn to Ivfiss Porter· who 
c'· employs implicative details to, describe La· Condesa • s - ........... -• ... , .... - .. ~-- - . . . --·-----~-- ... ·'''·--· ... , ... , ... ----·--"'~- . .. - ··---- --···-····· --·- -· . 
. .. -·- ----·----------- -- -
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H11ving impregnated .. . - -·· .......... , -~·- ·-·····-,.··--·-···. . --·-·· _ .......... . 
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. 
. the bands ti-Ji th impart-ant interior meanings the author uses· )'-- \ 
I 
. I the bands as a. private,. dramatic- symbol throughout the 
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novel. Tbey portray interior significance by their action. 
The symbol suggest~ irony in La Condeaa 1 a character. Also 
.y·,' 
the way other characters react to tbe actions of her bands 
directs tbe reader to irony in their cha1~acters. 
Tbe government has deported La Condesa from Cuba, 
25 
where her husband and sons took pa-rt in a recent revolu- · 
tion. Her husband is dead, her sons lost, her hous~ burnt, 
and she is a prisoner on the Vera on the way to exile in 
Tenerife. On the ship she is in transit, both literally 
and symbolically, from the order or her life before the 
revolution to whatever chaos exile will bring. 
In.Miss Porter's first description of her, La 
Condesa•s hands act very peculiarly. 
These hands, very narrow, £ine, heavily veined, 
and odd looking~ we1~e in constant movement. Thumbs turned· in lightly to the palm~~t the bands moved 
aimlessly from the edge of the table ·to her lap, 
they clasped and unclasped tbemselvesD ~pread 
themselves flat in the air 9 closed, shook slightly, 
went to her hairp to the bosom of her goi-Jn · as if -by a life o? their own separate from the will of the woman herself~ who sat· quite still otherwise, features a little rigid, bending to read the dirmer card beside her plate { p. 110). · 
The "constant movement" of' her hands is perfectly por--
trayed by the images of their aimless movement, their 
. . . 
clasping and unclasping' tbe_mselva~-~. and ~n~i,r fluttering . 
-
· about ber persone ... __ . -···· --···---····-Tb e reader is told aucto~ielly-that -
·they act· apart. from the Utwill of the woman. tt .. ·····--·-Tbi s seems 
evident from the contrast oi' the actions of her ban<yt to 
her 11features .a little rigid" and her sitting "quite 
<,- .. ".' 
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In the oouttse of the novel Mias Porter shapes La 
Conde a a' s hands into a symbol of her· intense emotional 
distresse When she speaks to the Cuban students of the 
revolution, her 
hands flew up and described a whirling ring 
around ber bead (p. 120). 
As she tells Dr. Schumann of the recent horrors of her 
life her "hands began to dance" (p. 123). They a:re at 
times in their actions also symbolic of her attempt to 
abandon herself to sensual passions and enjoyments in 
striving to escape the reality of her recent losses, 
. ) 
deportation, and exile. Thus on one occasion she ap-
~roacbes individually a n~b~r of males and attempts·to 
seduce them by suggestively caressing her body (p. 118). 
But these traits form only half of' her character. Her 
bands became an i~plicative detail in contrast to her 
• 
· Will. · Her use of drugs seems· suggestive of an attempt 
to,subdue her will to enable her to indulge in passionate 
excesses. She tells Dr. Schumann, 
'How I love drugs~" any kind of drug, to wake 
me or to make me ·sleep 9 I adore them allo You 
, should praise me· a little 51 b@cause l do. not, 
c--- ----- ----.- _ _:~_- _f!_yer, take. all the kinds of drug I should like. 
---
· .. L .. -. ·~ 
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.. ~~ irony in tbeil' character. For example, Dr .• Schumann thinks, 
just after he saves the cat from being thrown overboard by 
Ric and Rae, how love is always manipulated. 
Nothing in his (the cat) celebrated instincts had warned him that those stroking hands were 
willing to give him a moment of his private 
pleasure so that they migh.t the more easily 
seize him by the scruff ror their own satis-
.factiono 
Perhaps that should not be surprising. It happened to others besides catso Love! said th~ Doctor, surprised that the word should have poped into his thoughts (p. 117). 
He thinl{s that he had spent the "pest years of his life" 
"patching up the deceived, the foolhardy, the willfully 
bltnded, the lover of· sufferin"g. n 
Later· in-the scene he watches La Conde~a endeavor to 
seduce several men by licentiously caressing her own body. 
·· Dr. Schumann interprets her gestures as a sign of her 
sexual passion. 
,-;,' Dr. Schumann never came near enough to hear 
what she was saying, but her gestures shocked him deeply~ modest man th.at be 1r1as o - Sbe stroked ijer own breasts and thighs, patted the face or 
. her listener, laid ther::'hand upon his h.eart (p. 119). 
· 
Ironically, Dr. Schumann who has just belittled th.ose wbo 
manipulat~ love now chooses todo the same. He decides 
·;·--- -·-·---·-- --·., · to plac® himself in front or· La Conclesa to see if s"be 
-····--·--······-····-··--·-··-- .-,JI ·--.'";C'·· .. ····-··· ·- ... ... . ... 
::~~-~-:.,,------·,cc:=cc::::.-=.i:;.~=-~-.~::· :··. · wi 11 find bi:m Sl t tractive •.. 
·-: .. ri 
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'Perhaps I am not young enough to attract her 
eye&_ Dro Schu1nann thougnt a little acidly, tr· 
am no doubt much too far from the cradle i'or her,' but he decided deliberately to put himself in her path (p. 119). 
· · 
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~ Be reconciles the contrast between present action and past 
thought by thinking that "man owed it to his own dignity 
to live witp philosophy within the limitations of his own 
time in the world" (po 119f·. This episode is a prelude 
" 
to Schumann 1 s conduct toward her later in tbe novel. As 
I shall indicate subsequently, tben he uses love to test 
his will and potency over her. 
It is ironic that the Doctor will test bis will over 
a person of little will. However, th~ greater irony is 
his manipulation of love. Yet even this manipulation 6t 
love is furthermore ironic, for be becomes entraped in 
love as the. reader shall see. 
The actions of La Condesa's hands in her last scene 
28 
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with-Dr. Schumann tell of: an important irony in her char-
\,·· 
acter~ The divergence between bar hands and will was 
caused by the upheaval of her life. Now the ship has 
docked in Tenerife, the place of her exile. Her great~ 
est fear is of thi~ island. 
Dr. Schumann extols the virtues of Jbe island calling 
it a ttmost beautiful place. 11 And he tells her she may 
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· "live where and bow"· she choosek ( p. 354). But she answers, I 
"' • . . .. . . . .. • : :. . • ~- "5 • . • • -J 
<- o•'~ - • • ",._a, • 
•.As I choos·e?' sbe a.aid~· her voice raising but . - · fo· 
not in question. 'Alone?· Friendless?. Without-
.......... _: .. :...-::---·.:-·----~~----···-··-····-,·--·--····-·-····- a centavito? ··without my ·child~en not even -· - ...... -·· . 
• • + ,--• ' •-o-N <•• ,,. --••••••-•· • ,• -
.. - ' 
•• ······-·· --·"····· ___ c_ ... ___ •••• -··~-:.=: ~-:~-:-~~~ .. k11owJ.)ig--to1he-r-e. the.y are.~r- And boti ·th··~¥ sbs.ll !'ind .·-· ........ -····-~---·--.. ----- ·- · ~-. .. . -
. .. ' .... . . - . . me? Ob $l my friend D have you gone mad", with virtue .--·-··,-c--· 
and piety~ have-you lost your human feelings~ how 
can you have forgotten what suffering is?V (p~ 354). 
Yet incongruously, considering her fear·or the island, her 
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bands and will are one in this parting scene. He grasps 
her wrist to take her pulse, and she deliberately draws 
her hand ai1ay fron1 him ( p e 358). She le.ter talce s bis 
bands i.tl hers, a gesture conunon between tbem ( p. 35_4). 
Soon after she places her hands on his shoulders (p. 355). 
Finally, she takes bis band in her own and holds it to ber 
cheek for a moment (p. 355) • 
• 
Ironically, as La Condesa arrives at the place which 
should create the greatest emotional disturbance 1n her, 
I 
she is at one with her hitherto uncontrollable emotional 
sel~. Apparently Dro Schumann's "innocent love" which be 
does not believe very innocent bas brought her a moment of' 
peace. 
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In the following discussion I analyze an instance 
where Miss Porter agai,n shapes the subject of' implicative 
details into a symbol. The subject is Dr. Schumann's scar. 
Once more implicative ··aetails def:ine the ironic meaning of 
the symbol. This symbol of the scar, however, is more 
complex than that of La Condesa us hands, for the scar is a·--
" 0 . . . . - . 
-~ocial symbol while the bands are a private one. 
~r. Schum.ann first ~ppears. in the novel on .the uppel' 
-deck of. the Ve1..,,a. tt1a.tching ·the passengers ·embarking.: -· ·Miss 
I ,-
}.. ·- ' .. 
; .· . 
.. ,·· ............ ········ ··············--·-··-----~---.... ---·-----·---·~-~---~~ ... ,- .. ~- .... -·· 
military raann and. stands "firmly planted near the rail." 
He relaxes 11without slackness, hands at his ,sides." He 
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. baa two scars on his face: 
One of which 1-vas a I beauty, 1 as the Germans call· 
it, the enviable slash from ear to mouth per-
fectly placed that must have once laid the side 
teeth bareo Healed all these years~ the scar. 
still had a knotty surface, a wide seamo Dr. 
Schumann carried it well, as he carried bis 
$1xty·years, both were becoming to him (p. 28). 
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In this passage one finds an undercurrent of contradiction. 
As the Germana see it, the scar is enviable and admirable. 
It connotes bravery and a perfectly disciplined mind that 
is not subject to fear. Yet, beyond tbis, the description 
of the scar as an "enviable ala.sh" tba.t "once laid the 
side teeth bare 11 and its "knotty surface 11 offers contra-
diction to the normal view of "beauty." . There is a hint 
of unwarranted violence that perverts the reader's ~iew 
.· of its beauty. One wonders what kind of man could subject 
hims elf to such violence, and suspects that such "beauty11 
has value only to a military mind. He darries both the 
scar and his s!xty year_s well, but "carries" is a military 
term associated with postureo What good, inner qualities. 
-~~ .. ·aside from a disciplined mind and regulated .fearlessness 
do these details emphasize? 
-In the entire introduction of Dr. Sehumann, Miss 
.. · ..· .. ·--·- ..... , ... · __ .. __ ···-·-_Porter. presents a delicate ,tissue of contradiction through 
--~ .... c.111. 
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Tbe s e details point out what later becomes the dominant 
' 
c:onf'l.ict wi tbin his character. On the one. band he wishes 
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to be attractive to himself, both pious and just-minded. 
For example, after his f'1rst meeting with La Condesa he 
tries to sublimate bis irrational attraction to her. He 
pictures her as abstract evil in his mind.· An abstract 
evil she, not he, becomes responsible for the tumble of 
emotion he finds himself in • 
• • • he put out of bis mind, with deliberate 
.utention to forget forever, the last words of 
that abandoned lost creatureo Nettles~ poisoned 
barbs, fishhooks, her words clawed at bis mind 
with the terrible malignance of the devil-pos-
\, 
sessed, the soul estranged from its kind (po 125) •. 
But, on the other band, the Doctor has an intense urge to 
test his will over La Condesae He thinks: 
••• this malice bad tinged bis sinful love 
from the first!) for he bad loved be?' from the 
first before he admitted it was love; as his 
guilt deepened >his wish to ease her suffering 
. was changing slot-uly into a ~1isb to cause her 
suffe~ing of another kind» in which sh~ would 
be mada to feel his hand and his will ••• 
. ( p.· 233) 0 
The scar in its attractive side seems to illustrate 
Dr. Schumann vs constant eff'ort to maintain a good·· opinion· 
of himself as honorable and pious. The less attractive 
aspect of his scar seems to indicate the military aspect· 
of hif characte __ r,_ especially as he attempts to make La 
. ' 
Conde-ea "re·e1"· his ·hand· and b:['s will 11 
- . 
··-··· ,r 
intent as Miss Porter employs .it as a symbol. The ·Ger--· 
mans consistently take the scar as a symbol of laudable 
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character traits. At the captain's table they reflect 
upon ·the scar: 
,( 
The highest kind of German good breeding, they 
could see, with the dignity of his humane pro-
fession adding still more luster; and his fine 
scar, ~bowing he had gone to a great university, 
that he was brave and coolheaded: so great a scar 
so perfectly placed proved that he h~~ kno1r1n the 
meaning of the Mensur, that measure o~ a true 
German (p. 50). ; 
32 
But, they take their symbol without the least understanding 
of 1 ts full 1mpl1ca tion. The Mensur scar a-lso suggests 
the intense military discipline which must be undergone 
for a man to subject himself to such violence. They over-
look the authoritative power urge that frequently goes 
band in hand with such a background. Captain Thiele, 
Rieber 9 and the Doctor all display in varying degrees 
' 
this power urge. 
Frau Schmitt helps show the ironic nature of the scar ~ 
symbol at one point in the novel. The appearance of 
Schumann's scar suggests nsalutary facts" to ·he·r ·about 
her husband. 
The left side of his face was turned towards 
,.her and she could have worshipped that noble 
Mensur .~caro Her husband w s scar.o quite impre·s-
sive as the Doctoris 9 h~d been her lite 0 s pride. 
It :reminded ha·r of -salutary fectsD that his 
. . 
.... ·· ... -
.. 1.· 
.. -=--~-- fami;Ly bad been superior to her ot11n 9 that bis . . 
.. :- . . ... , ... , .. ----,-~~:-~:~~~~~=---:~~-:-.~~~~=:"'~'~:::____ .-. ·:. _-: Univ.el;. Sit y d U e l ·i .ng bad :tu rt he r Sn b a n Ce d b :ini .... -. . .. . -,·-·-·,--- -,~=-~.-,~ ,,,.,.~"~"~, .... , ... =--~.,.~~-·-·~,~=~~=,,,.w .. .,,_.,,=·= . 
---·---·--··---------------·- . ----·--S-eeial-1-y;- ·tb-a·t~-alto·getber be ·could have--made .. an.-~.----•C.:--:---··--~~:·,--:--·_-·:-·cc:-:.---,----.-:-:,,• .. _ -· 
-·. - -- , -- --·------ ... ~~:~:~-- ·-·· advantage_ous m~rriega 9 ~ rich one o Bt1t_ no 9 .. be . ~ 
";c:];t -- - - ---------'---""·:,,::_, -- ·. had chosen her 9 i..Yi th b®r tiny dot1ry 9 ',·and her 
brothers i1bo had never touched a foil; and bad 
neverD he told her~ regretted it for a moment; 
for which she never ceased to be grateful to. -
him ·(p. 189). 
~ 
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Tbe scar reminds her of her husband's ideal romantic love 
.that made him sacrifice so much in marrying her. The 
soar is a salve to her ego. 
-·. -- -··-- ·- ,~.· 
Shortly after Frau Schmitt views his scar, Dr. 
Schumann deprecates the students for jeering La Condesa 
in wor.,ds 1r1hicb. he later thinks v-Jere "spoken out of place, 
with undue emphasis, at the wrong moment. • ·" (p. 191). 
His words cause Frau Schmitt to think, 
,/, 
What a pity such a good man should fall in lov~ 
with such a woman. And at his age too, and 
married and alll Obj) it was frightening 9 and 
it happened all too ofteno Her faith in the 
.Doctor wavered~ sank 9 recovered somewhat, but 
never in its former glory (po 191). 
Schumann falls :Crom his "former glory" because of his, to 
~ her mind, not so ideal love ror La Condesa. Ironically 
she judges the man by her conception of the sca:r, not the -
scar by the man. Ir she could only openly and critically 
.,. evaluate the scar according to Schumann's authoritative 
. deprecation or the students, perhaps she could revaluate 
"' 
her own husband's soar. In doing so s·he might criticize 
, 
her idealistic philosophies of lif'e whicb derive f:i?om her 
reliance upon her now dead but in every other way- ideal 
. ; 
. . . 
hus.bando Perba·ps ·then _she would_ know ·.,why in·-her dream 
. \ 
. :- ··4 . 
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.... : .. _ ,: · .. :::. · ..: ... :: .. :.::::.:···::~.· ..... w.ben_ she_ vi·sited. his casket in- ~h.~ ... ~old of tbe ship he ............. ~.'. ..... ~ ...... ~--"~-.:a··-~-::;: .. :.~: .. ; .. : ..... ;.,,-:: .. ~ ... :,,.:. 
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had risen and t.old her, "Go back, g·o back, go, bac:kl" _ 
(p. 153). 
. ) 
The foregoing study is.not a comprehensive analysis 
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·' or all the different artistic functions of implicative 
details in tbe,novel, nor does it pretend to tr~at even 
many of the implicative details one may find. However, 
it does demonstrate how-implicative detail may be a guide 
to irony. Contextual details expend their range of 
inference in their individual scenes. Yet they help point 
up ironies in character or evento Implicative details 
' 
which impregnate a subject with meaning that Miss Porter 
shapes into synibolic meaning have a greater rfl-ilge of 
1,' 
inference than contextual details as she employs the 
symbol beypnd its own context. In the sixth chapter, 
as I discuss the interrelation of implicative detail, 
·the auctorial voice, counterpoint of incident, and close 
·, 
structure, the re-ader will again encounter contextual 
details and details which portray a subject which becomes 
a symbol. Again they are guides to important ironies. 
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auctorial voice is quite interesting es,ecially in its 
effect on the book, and it is to an analysis of the 
,, .. , 
auctorial voice and this relationship that I now shift 
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IV. Tonal Irony 
warren writes that implicative detail accounts for the poetic 
strain in Miss Porter's· short fiction through its striking imagiatic 
quality and precise functionalism. He believes her faitbfuln~ss to 
detail and local. color derives from the central impulse of her ficti~n--
/ 
the refusal to simplify the complexities of human existence into 
.. 
formula or dogma. Yet, one who studies the style of Ship of Fools 
soon realizes that it represents a marked departure from that of the 
~---·. 
storieso Several critics have written about this change. Father Nance 
in Katherine Anne ·porter and the Art of Rejection remarks that: 
••• tbe style of the novel lacks the flexibility and 
brilliance that characterizes that of most of the 
. storiesol7 
Marjorie Ryan is more specific about this difference: 
• • . • the satiric, ironical undertones of the stories 
have become the dominant tones of the novel; the dominant 
lyric poetic tgnes of the stories have become the undertones 
of the novei. 1 · , 
\ In this chapter I shall explore two reasons for the apparent 
change in styles. First, the language of the novel seems,more 
simple and unelaborate th~ that of the short storiese But more 
important, Miss Porter uses her auctorial voice very frequently in 
the novel. I intend to show that when she uses her commentary 
''·91···· 
·---i-ronicallf,--Wbi-cll-----is--qu-i-te- ot'ten-,-··--it-.suppl.ants-.. ··tbe···need'·-i'or---i:mpl-i~--·- . 
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- -- ~~~ .. -----· _____ ..., _____ _ 
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r 
persistent use of her auctorial voice may account for Marjorie Ryan 
... 
findingtbe nove1·1ess poetic than the stories. 
.• 
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After a brief study of the novel's language, I will investigate 
the different tones of the auctorial commentary. The commentary 
often functions as a .guide to ironic meanings in characters and 
... 
incidents as Miss Porter attempts to shape the reader's opinion of 
~. 
her subject. Thus it is an important aspect of the strategy I am 
proposing for studying irony in the novel. I will also propose a 
theory to account for why Miss Porter employs her voice so frequently 
in the novel.· Then I will critically evaluate aspects of her com-
mentary as it sometimes is used unnecessarily and finally as it re-
places the need for implicative details. 
· Several critics· have noticed the ordinary, unadorned language 
of Ship of Fools. In comparing the language of Ship of Fools to that 
of Faulkner, Sidney Finklestein writes that Miss Porter is "more 
lucid, more objective, less mystical. "20 More to. the point Robert 
Heilman, who writes the best lan~age analysis of Ship of Fools, 
' 1~ ---
·' 
has found that the style is one that 
••• without mannerisms, crotchets, or even characteristic 
0 • ~ 
brilliancies or unique excellences leads one consista.ntly 
to use such terms as plain, direct, ordinary, unpretentious, 
lUC·id, candido 21 . 
In part, the simpler style arises from the omniscient point of 
view, which frequently investigates the 'interior,thoughts of char~ 
-----------··--· ........ - ··-----·----: ____ -·--r·~--- ··--··· - a,--·· .. ---·- .. ·-- - . -
a.cters riot noted for poetry· of expressio~.. Beilmaii perceptively 
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... I agree entirely with Heil;ma.n 's obse:rvatAes.s. Her plain . 
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~ge dwells upon the surface of her._fubject or the incident she 
• 
describes, but her exact vocabulary pierces this surface to propel 
forth the internal significance of ·what she portrays. Notice how 
the character of the Captain is capsulized in the following brief 
sentence: 
' 
' The unexpected and therefore annoying sounds of singing, 
and dancing, or rather a rhythmic tromping of feet, brought 
the Captain to the stern overlooking the steerage deck {p. 212). 
The language is ordinary, and the phrase "therefore annoying," is 
exactly true to the Captain as the reader has come to know him. 
The captain lives his life by principles of Germa~'order and harmony, 
and anything disorderly chall· P-:es that lifeo23 
Heilman distinguishes fou different tones of the commentary, 
.. ,.:· three of which he associates with three major writers. He writes 
there is at times a similarity between Miss Porter·•s style and Jane 
Austen's: 
Miss Porter's comic sense is like Austen's both in the 
~,.-·,. 
use of pithy·geometrical arrangeme~~s and in the presenta-
tion of observed ironies, sometimes suffusing a whole scene, 
. sometimes clipped do·w·n as in neoclas~ical verse~ Els-a Lutz 24 
spoke "1-ri th a surprising lapse into everyday common sense o u 
He says the commentary is "less Austen-like when, though piercing, 
it is less censorous than tolerantly amused. 025 vlhen the commentary 
C 
plunges fiercely and scornfully into the comic it is close to the--· 
-·-----·----------------~~----- ------- --- ·- . - -- - .. "' 
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~----~ voice of Charlotte Bronte. 26 But, · in certai.n instances, Miss Porter•·(~-_ - -__ --- ··::: __ ~-~~--
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auctorial voice extends --beyond ''the. borders of. comic pers_pective," 
. . 
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. - ·--------~------~- - ------------arid there · it often becomes the. 0 agent of a mature psychic and moral 
" 
--, D . ----- -
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·understanding. 1127 -In these instances Heilman finds that Miss Porter's 
voice is like that of George Eliot. 
~ 
. 
_I find a number of instances of each tone in the novel and, as· 
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I shall demonstrate, each tone is ironic. I have found that Beil.ma-D's 
~ 
study forms a perfect background for my investigation of the commentary 
as a guide to ironic meanings of character and incident. I begin with 
the Austen-like voice that is censorous of perceived ironies. 
In the following quote the Austen-like commentary is mildly 
repelled by Frau Hutten's complacency. Miss Porter's voice exposes 
the contrast between the cruei, brutal privations of the steerage 
and Frau Hutten's "intimation of sufferingo" Her husband bas just 
told Frau Hutten or·tbe ship's inability to quarter in lower deck 
acconunodations so many steerage. 
His wife sighed and shook her head, accepting once more the sad :~.truth that there is no cure for the troubles o:f' life, no peace nor repose any·where o Her comfortable fat 
· quivered 1-rith some intimation of suffering, but she could 
not bear to think of it (po 69)0 
. 
In the subsequent instance the critical auctorial voice exposes the 
irony of Frau Schmitt's using grief as a solace. She has just SP9ken ... ) 
of the death of her husband to Mrs. Treadwell. 
Her eyelids turned pink. She was quite alone all at once in her~ own private luxury of grief, once she had devoured ,, the pink-iced teacake of sympathy (po 41). 
One can find a number of examples in which the auctorial voice 
'is "less censorous than tolerantly amused." After their ferocious 
ping-pong game, SpBckenkieker says,_ 
--- ··-- ··-····· -··-·---··· ---·· -··· . -· . -~-····- ··-·-· ---· --··--·------ - . ···-·--·-- ···-···--- --- -~ --- . 
. ,. 
_ ..... ,!~·-···-··-·--·····-······-,··-'-.I ... _can' t bel~~Y-~ it,' said Lizzi, · calming down a little.-- --·-··-----· --_··:··· ·-··--·:-··:--·····:,-,-·----, ·-·-v----·---········· -- -· 
,- j, ~, -
- .., • •• • • 
- ,. • ~ • 
- • 
· 
11· am not used to losing at this game.' Herr Rieber· /v:•:·-::,,',,;,,,;;-;~·,., ••• - .• ~· .• ·.:.,'.>'.~,•.,-..,;;.;..;;;_.,;-..~,:.,;.)',/C,:__",~;.:,,o,,;;p;'<;'f",O,l'Jl.-•->_~~·•,,;,;•·~--,.~ .• ,-..,-- .• .. ' ,,~•••-•E'-• .,·.,-,,,,., • ' ' "' '• ·,,, ,. ,.~ :~~"t:I:;·' ' ' • •' 
. • • 
• 
.. _.,,, ........ , .. ·--··-~-----~----·-··'°-~---···------=:~:, ......... _.,,.:_ .. tw!11kled ·· instantly:witb immense meanings~···· 'At'· what game ~-···•,··- ,' ... , ...... ¥••·--·~ .•.. , - - •. ·-.. ----·-···· ~ ----~--,,.· ........ -------··---- ---··- ..... . 
--a- then do you lose'Z.' (pp. 120-2·11. ------. ---~ . -------·-··,,--~ ...... ----
·--·--·~·-·--~·~--===.:.:::=:. ____ ~ ___ :__· ____ --- _:_ - -
--1~1j;;s-porter seems to be laughing at the implied contrast of important . 
"immense meanings" and the nature of the "immense meanings0 she assigns 
to Rieber. 
\ 
., 
····-·· ... _; .~ '·---····· ·-·--- .......... - ·- .. - ., ... '•. 
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Miss Porter also often utilises the Bronte-like voice that plunges 
into the comic. This voice inostly accompanies Rieber, Sp8ckenk1eker, 
and the Captain. At one point Miss Porter undercuts Rieber's self-
important walk by comparing it to the gait of a pompous barnyard 
fowl. 
His pace was triumphant, be was a 11 ttle short legged strutting 
cock (p. 33). 
However, Miss Porte~ also directs her Bronte-like voice against other 
characters. In the following case she scornfully discloses the 
important irony of David, who is Jenny's lover, in a moment of hate ,L. 
against her. Jenny says, 
'I think we ought to speak to Freytag and let him know how we .feel! ' 
'Go ahead,' said David darling, with blazing eyes 
and an icy voice. 'Since when do you need an excuse?'· (p. 258). 
The voice of "a mature psychic and moral understanding" that 
Heilman finds reflective of George Eliot is also quite apparent 
in the novel. Miss Porter indicates her broad view psychological 
·complexities as she delineates her passengers' reaction to their 
co:rmnon hardships at the bands of the Veracruzians. One whould 
naturally think that.people who face similar privations would_bave. 
a feeling of togetherness with their anguished fellows. Ironically 
·--··-· ----·· ·---.", . ..-.... · ·,·.;;...;. 
.... ~,.-..... ---~·~ .. 
This common predicament d.i,q. il.6t- -·by _ai>.y:_·me_®S make~:·:c,f--0them .·· 
-- --
.. - - ·---, ·----·~,--- .. 
. -~f.ellow sufferers~ . ori. .the contrary, each chose to maintain his pride and separateness within himse~f (p. 23). 
· In the moral sense, Miss Porter seems slightly ~epelled by. Father 
• ·=-.-
' Carillo's avoidance of the fight in the ·steerage. 
"' (--
-- .'.-. 
- ....... ; -::·. 
··, 
I·-· ... ,,.~·,.· ··pf ------~ - - ....... _,. -- -- . - -
-- --~ ---
.. . 
·-------···-·-·---- .. ·--·-----·-- ·-------·"'" -- -···--. _______ ,, ____ _ 
• 
-·rather Carillo picked up his altar and made for the stairs 
without even a glance towards the unseemly disturbance (p. 152). 
Miss Porter's auctorial voice as it perceives ironies and directs 
the reader's attention to them is everywhere present in Ship of Fools. 
In this regard I have found a comparison of the 1947 "Embarka,tion," 
published in the Sewanee Review, with the "Embarkation" published 
in the novel interesting. Almost every a.ddi tion to the earlier 
publication in the later one is one of the auctorial voice. This 
gives rise to the speculation that Miss Porter may have decided to 
increase the role and scope of her ironic commentary between· the time 
she published "Embarkation" in 1947 and when it appeared in the 
complete novel in 1962. 
A good illustration 9f her auctorial additions is provided by 
. a collation of the end of the novel's first paragraph with that of 
the 1947 version. The parenthetical sections are those of the 1962 
publication: 
They live there ("tbere"omitted) as initiates in local 
custome based on their ovm. history and temperament, carrying 
on. (and they carry on) their lives of alternate violence 
and lethargy in.th an almost complete disregard of outside 
-opinion (with a pleasurable contempt for outside opinion, founded on the charmed notion thag their ways and feelings 
are above and beyond criticism) 02 . . . 
(J 
The passage.from the novel obviously capitalizes upon such auctorial 
4o 
remarks as "pleasurable. contempt" an.,d t'cbarmed notion" to I®,l{.e _more_ ........ . 
.. -·-· --·-· -·· .... ·--···-· ·--··· _..,,_, __ " ---- -·--- ... 
good opini_on .of themselves and--hew--ihey achieve that good opinion 
through thei~ complacency. 
·~--. · . ····-----
. 
. 
-- --~-~ ---------
. . 
Another addition satirizes·tbe humanized bulldog,.~b,, as be kindly 
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bears the hardship of having ~ remain outaide the hotel alone. The 
entire quotation is added: 
'i' 
~b6 the bulldog had bo:rn, his ordeal with the mournful. 
silence of his heroic breed, and held no grudges against 
~ybody ( po 2~-) o 29 
In another instance Miss Porter makes the discrepancy between 
the white-linen class knowing all there is to know about one another 
and from one another and their daily meeting together more emphatic. 
,. 
The 1947 version reads: 
They all knew each other weli, they met here almost everyday 
on the way to their small shops or business offices for a 
last hour of repose before beginning the day's work serious-30 ly... 
-~ 
Here is the extended 1962 version, the italics are mine: 
They had all gro,m u:p t_ogether in several generations married 
each other's cousins or sisters or aunts, kne1-r each other's 
business, told all the gossip they heard, and heard all they 
had told repeated to them; bad assisted indeed with the in-
-- --- ---- - --timacy of midvrives at the making of each. otherus histories: 
and still they met here almost every morning on the vray to 
their shops or offices for a last hour of repose and to 
catch up on the news before beginning the serious day's 
work (P. Io). ·o 
. . S_ister Mary Joselyn' s article "On the Making of Ship of Fools" 
. --·-
\ 
in conjunction with my comparison of the two "Embarkations" provides 
tl:\~. basis for a possible theory ex.plaining why Miss Porter repeatedly 
-) 
~~- . - ._ · resorts to her aua.torial voice in the novel. 3l Miss Porter began 
~J 
.:-1 
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tJ ______ . ___ _ ·-;: _ --- - . ·work C>n_ t_h~ _ novel.. _i~,- e~~~f?_t J.;n 19~1 at_ X~dds. -I:D, 1942,. at Boulder, 
·--'-· -------,,·L.. ... , 
~ . 
-·-·---- ·------ti Colorado, she wrote "steadily for a.bout thre~ months."33 · According _, :::·-'""•= .... ,,.,~·-··· 
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F~om 1944 to 1958. she wrote, '1a page here ·and a page there" until 
' . 
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,- --::' - . ·--=-···~... 'St I, • 
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eleven chapters were in print in various period.icaJ.a.35 In 19611he 
finished the novel during six weeks at Cape Anne. 
One of the rest1lts of Sister Joselyn's comparison of the eleven · 
' 
chapters with the finished products in the novel implies, as I have 
already demonstrated in my contrast of the two "Embarkation" publi-
cations, that Miss Porter added a number of auctorial connnents in 
the finished work. Sister Joselyn \Trites tba t "Phrases, clauses, 
· · sentences" help round out the original materialo36 She quotes the 
following passage, in which I have italicized the auctorial addition. 
The passage concerns David • 
His favorite palette was a mixture of grays, browns, ochres, 
and dark blues, with a good deal of white: and his favorite 
·though not too original theory vras that persons \Tho ,: expressed 
themselves 11 by ·wearing color were merely attempting to supply 
its inner lack in their own natures, adding a facade that 
fooled nobody.37 
The additions of the auctorial commentary evident in tbe novel 
suggest tbat the author, in reworking the raw Ship of Fools materials 
-
of her early publications, felt the desirability of using her com-
mentary to contrt,.l and guide the reader's impressions of characters 
- . 
arid incidents. Certainly the novel, over t~e years of its being 
• 
written, bad become very complex, with many d~fferent characte:rs in 
r= 
---·--·--·--·-- - ·-, ·--·--·-~------it..' 
--- ..... ,.,_, ___ : ... ' .... , -· .... -- ·-· -----···· ·- ..... ,-.. ,.-,-.-, ... ,'.' ...... """""" ·-·~ ·, , 
If ~)le ree.d'3r dee?®. my :theory :ree.so~e, .. 8.nimportant--ques.tion 
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{ - ·· .: - ·. . ·, - arises. ·IS Miss Porter's use of the auctorial vpice as a gll.ide to . . · · 
· ironic meaning of characters or incident always justifiable? " Certain- · , · , 
~ . ' . . . Q 
it is. And in the .sixth chapter, in which I discuss the interrelation 
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of implicative details, counterpoint of incident, close structure, 
and the auctorial voice, the reader 1-1111 see that the commentary is 
very important as a guide to irony. 
''--
There are,bowever, times when the commentary directs the reader 
to ironies of character that are already apparent. Here the commentary 
is 11nnecessary and overworked. On one such occasion in the novel 
Herr Graff remembers the pleasing condition of his life ·when he was 
a patient in a Mexican hospital. I have italicized the problemE:l.tic 
commentary. 
. 
His shriveled flesh and bis very bones were old and tired 
and lonely; they cried day and night for a little pity and 
ease and comforto In the hospital in Mexico the nurses 
had rubbed him ·Hith s,,reet-smelling vritch hazel all over, 
their firm young hands pressing lightly into the ·weariness 
of bis shriveled muscles; they bad fed him ·warm milk and 
cool fruit juices, papaya, pomgranate, lime; he sucked them 
through a glass tube half asleep e .. s if he 1-1er~ a baby again. 
- - ....- ._, -- ---In the night when be groaned and called out, a Mexican nun 
in her 't·Yhi te face bands and gauzy 1-rhi te veil 1·1ould come and 
minister to him, and she vrould s·wing the mattress softly on 
its light springs as if it 't?ere a cradle, saying under her 
breath, 'Ave Ma~ria:-.-:-1 \po 179)t 
-The passage tells of"pn important irony in Herr Graff. He is aged 
and dying, yet he is treated like an infant. Herr Graff has an 
-· intense desire to · ltve, and as he is now withering away in flesh: 
. and heal th he seeks comfort in the · image of being like a baby on 
the initial verge of life. My complaint is that the similes "as if 
--
. 
... -_ .. ---·· ·•· - ·••· -,7·· · ·- ··• • ---- - - ·-·--· ·,-,-·· •• ·-·-· s• ··-: ·, .. _. •-•-•"-• . · ·. ·'%!• ' ·- -.--- ,_,_, - ·' 
he were a baby" and "as if it were._ a cradle" are not needed. The . 
reader· can infer this conclusion from ·the nurses• or nun's actions.··· 
·- .-----·--····-··'-·· ----
-- --- :·_;::. ; ::: ..... ~;.::. ... :·. ,- .: .... '. .. t-···-····· ··'·""'-'""·'·· -· .. , . , .. '' ' 
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The commentary does little to deepen our· understanding of the. scene. _ . ___ ·-----·--·-----··-·---------····· 
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.. 
One may have another objection to the auctorial voice~ It seems 
to detract from the poetic quality of tbe wo~k. 
,. 
I 
.( 
l. I 
' ~ .. 
' 
.. . 
I began my discussion of the auctorial voice by stating that it 
frequently supplants the need for implicative detail. The reason for 
this is e"tvident enougbo I11Jplicative details delineate irony by de-
picting contrasts and discrepancies in their subject. Implicative 
details are objective, though presumably they are shaped by the 
author's intention. The commentary on the other band points to 
irony in its subject and directs the reader's attention to it. The 
• J 
commentary is always subjective; it gives an opinion about a subje~t. 
The two are mutually exclusive, and in a purely aesthetic sense im-
plcati ve detail is of greater value. To define the parts of a chair 
and thereby to imply its meaning to one's listeners is a greater 
artistic accomplishment than to say of the chair, "There's one" and 
point to it. 
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The following passage provides \the reader with bis first impression 
of the Captain Thiele. Miss Porter characterizes the Captain through 
-her commentary. The poetry of her description of Braggioni, Mrs. 
Thompson, and the baby in Tenerife eludes the author in this passage 
\l. 
because her auctorial voice has obviated the need for precise, 
' 
functional implicative details" The italiciz~d phrases and clauses 
satirize,the captian in the Bronte-like sense. 
He ,-ras unmistakably the captain even to the.most land.lubberly 
,- '·-'c',··- _ . ··-· __ __ .. eye. In st,iff immaculate ;;rhi te \Yi th bi ts of gold bra.id and 
lettering disposed hieratically upon bis chest' collar and-"·---- -·-
----·· _shoulders, he bore himself rigidly, .. -and his face _'t'10.,s _that 
.. · ..... :_:.:.,.::.~~-::::'::·_::::·:.':'.: . .-~~-:~: .. : .. ·~:~~:~~::~ ...... , .. , .. _o_f .. ·e.. .. :p-ompous minor ... god: ~a .god.:ttho 'had.gro\m· somewhat petulant ... ·.. ··:·-·::~---~-·: .. ~.:·:::~~'..~~--~::.:~~-::::··::~: ... :·_··:. 
and ..... more than a little mean in· bis efforts to maintain his ·---------- ---·-;·: ,., 
- -------authorityo Every i'ea:'e,ure of his face ·was ill-humored,- from 
·· ---- · · -the narro1-r forehead, "the little eyes close-set a"nd crafty, 
to the_ long sharp nose casting its shadoir over the· tight 
mouth and stubborn chin. It ,1as as if his o,m nature had 
shaped his face to match itself: aiidthen he· walked, alone -
--- -- -- - -- ---· 
(k-, . 
~/ 
, ' --- -·- --i·- ,-- -· - ---·-···--···- ·~-- ---- -----··--- ... 
• 
'··-·:-· 
•,. 
'I 
returning the respectful salutations of the passengers with 
reluctant little jerks of his bead, upon which sat a monumental 
ornate cap, white as plaster (ppo 99-100). 
The italicized connnentary undercuts the captain's pretentiousness 
and self-importance by associating him with a "pompous minor god" 
and what goes with it. As Miss Porter uses this kind of character1-· 
~-) 
sation frequently in the novel I am not surprised to find Marjorie 
Ryan writing that the satirical undercurrent of the stories has become 
the dominant current of the novel, and the "lyrical, poetic" overtones 
of the stories have become the undertones of the novel. There is 
substantial truth in vrhat she says. 
Just as Miss Porter may have intended the auctorial voice to 
orient the reader to ironies of character from time to time the over-
all.structure of the novel brings order to the seemingly disunited 
theme and variation scene groups. ·I shall now review how the 
structure does so. 
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~ V. Structural Irony 
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' 
' ' . 
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The present chapter will be preparatory to the next section. In 
this ·tuture discussion I shall demonstrate hov tqe devices of irony 
I have been analyzing interrelate with one another in a "theme and 
variation" group of sceries (I Ry recognizing these devices as guides 
to ironic 1neani ngs, the reader ,,rill be able to perceive primary 
ironies inherent in the elements become more complex and to see how 
they grow to embrace the "th·eme and variation" group 1 s very structure 
and beyond that to the overall structure of the novel. But first I 
must review my definition of a "theme and variation" group of scenes 
and intimate bow the fool theme, the voyage s.tructure, and the dramatic 
structure draw scene groups into the main texture of the novel's 
meaning. 
Ship of Fools is comprised of over one-hun~d and fi:rty short 
----- -
scenes. These scenes range in length from the 1 smallest, seven lines, 
. 8 . . . 
to the largest, thirteen and one-half pages.3 The average length 
of a scene is five pages. Miss Porter often devotes an entire scene 
to a character's thoughts and or_actions. Or she may treat a number 
. . . 
of characters collectively or individually in a scene. On ·the 
surface her ordering of scenes may seem haphazard, and this may ac-
. ' 
....... ,, ... -·· -· ... _ ... _.,.,,, ................... - ........... -·~·-· ... · -novel 1 S structure• 
'· 
.. ... ._ ·····--· ...... . 
· .............. -· '"'"'•"""'""" ·-··· ·--····-.. ·······~ .. -- ·-.-.--,-·<-'···-- - .. ·~--~ . -....... ~--· ~- .. . ___ ..._ _  _ 
- - - - - - . ·-- -- .. 
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However, Miss Porter seems- to have two. reasons in mind _-for her. ;... . ·-
( apparently fragmented· structure. The short scenes which isolate 
..... 
characters and their thoughts provide an objective correlative in 
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form: the characters themselves and their actions are isolated and 
fragmentary. But, more important, t~iss Porter frequently joins scenes 
,- around a controlling idea of theme. 39 The close structure of such 
groups gives varia~tion to the uniting theme or idea and important 
sub-themes by the way it juxtaposes unJ ike scenes together. Each 
scene contributes meaning to the uniting theme or idea and to other 
inJ:portant sub-themes of the groupo As counterpoint of incident and 
close structure draw the individual scenes of the group together, 
the uniting theme or idea and the sub-theme gain important new 
dimensions. 
One of the major uniting forces of the novel is, of course, the 
fool theme. The fool theme in Miss Porter's novel capitalizes some-_ 
what on the traditional fool theme as Sebastian Brant employed it. 
According to Edwin H. Zeydel in bis introduction to an English version 
-
of Das ijarrenschiff', Brant satirized the morally erring as fools in 
his allegory.40 Traditionally the fool is one who places Qis faith 
in the transcient, bestial, material values of the earth. He refuses· 
to see or be guided by the ethic-aJ., everlasti;ig values of heaven. 
As a result the fool l~ads a totally misguide~ life on earth as be 
responds .to the- direct·"pleasures that. alluring appearances offer. 
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· · coo1110n practice from Holland to Austria to place "careless livers, 
rakes, drinkers and the like together" in a boat and to push it out 
to sea as a form of punishrnent a.,nd a way of ridding the land of them. 41 
In Das I1Iarrenschiff Brant criticizes six major faults of the fool: 
vicious or criminal offenses, insolence, riotousness, sloth, pre-
swnptiousneSs and perversities.42 
Certainly Miss Porter has retained the fool's essential belief 
in appearance rather than reality in her treatment of the passengers. 
The passengers adoption of masks and their belief that their masks 
are their true selves, _their perversion of symbols of religion and 
love, their belief in nationa.ilistic myths and their overall constant 
reliance upon appearance associate them with the traditional fool. 
But, in the traditional view Brant worked within a religious frame-
·43 .. work. Men became fools as they deviated frollr'-religious spiritual 
values. The modern context of the Vera goes one step beyond this. 
It postulate~ a world without love and one in which religion no longer 
' 
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has meaning. The only true reality in Miss Porter's modern world 
becomes the self. In an extremely complex ironic treatment, the 
theme and variation groups illustrate how these characters who·act 
consistently from egotism-, narcissism, and solipsism time and again 
belie their true selves by responding :repeatedly to.dead, valueless 
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. group I will be working closely vi th, the uni ting idea of the group 
~ the failure of love theme both contribute meaning to the fool th~. 
The overall s tructttre of tl1e book is dependent on the Vera's 
shiu 
""' voyage from Veracruz to Bremerhaven. The/and its journey provide a 
unity of time and place for the incidents that occur aboard her • 
Part One, "Em"b.arka tion," depicts the passengers ' arrival in Veracruz, 
their treatment at the bands of the natives, the boarding of the Vera,· 
and the beginning of the voyage. Part rr\10, "High Sea, u portrays ex-
clusively the mid-ocean voyage and action on board ship at that time. 
Part Three, "The Harbors," describes the excursion to Tenerife, the 
.zarzuela party and the final actions on ship as it nears Bremerhaven. 
Miss Porter undercuts the literal fact that the Vera leaves its 
point of departure, progresses toward and achieves- its destination, 
by having her structure take on, an archetypal journey motif. In her 
short preface Miss Porter writes, 
When I began thinking about 'my novel, I took for my own this 
simple almost universal image of the ship of this world on its voyage to eternity (po vii). · 
. 
. ' 44 The Vera, the truth, becomes an extensive image of modern life. -
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The: characters of the novel, in my opinion, are journeying into life.~5 
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:perience and the ~owledge that der~ves from experience in his journey. 
One of the ways she makes this suggestion is to unite the endiI;tg_of the 
I 
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, ·voyage with its beginning. She implies that, though the .. Vera makes 
~ literal progress toward Bremerhaven, symbolically in the journey-into-
life ma.n's point of destination is his point of departure. 
One of the devices Miss Porter uses to unite the end of the voyage 
with its beginning is repetition of incident.· The character's identical 
/ 
reactions to similar situations ·which occur at the beginning and the end 
of the novel inform the reader that the character bas not gained any in-
sight into himself or ~is world. 
In Veracruz the passengers entertain a "cotmnon hope." 
So far they were all alike, and they shared a common hope. They 
lived individually and in mass for the sole ~urpose of getting 
safely that same day on board a German ship then standing in 
dock (p. 21). 
They Wish to escape the injurious world of Veracruz, yet the passengers,· 
especially the Germans, are in many ways like the Veracruzians they. 
wish to.flee from. The substance of .this "common hope" is ·repeated· 
near the end of the novel. 
At the end of the second Veracruz scene the author extends tQe 
idea of civilization-made hatreds seething within th~ Vera~ruzia.ns to 
-the Germans who are ~bout to board the Vera. At the conclusion of 
., the first Veracruz. scene ·the older white-linen class man's.hatred 
. 
of the workers in Veracruz· bu-rsts forth. He says to his younger 
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The end of the second scene depicts the same locale, the terrace 
of the Palacio Hotel, later in the day. At this time Rieber's emotiona 
are brought to a high pitch in bis defense .. of Germany. Hansen, a 
Swede, asks why the workers have bombed the Swedish consulate nor all 
places." 
'The pig-snouted man {Rieber) flew into a rage an~ answered 
in a loud common voiceo 'Why not the Swedish consulate, 
for a change? vThy sho1..1ld not other people sometimes have 
a little trouble, too? Why must it always be Germans who 
suffer in thse damned foreign countries,' (PPe 27-28). 
As Rieber sits down the author says, "he seemed to be resenting some 
deep personal ·wrong." The irony is that Rieber has been formed by 
influences apart from himself, such as his German background,_rather. 
than shaping himself by intuitive learning from ex-perience. His 
German background molds his reaction to ezj)erience and his personal 
feelings. Thus to slight Germany is to slight him. And so· it is 
wi'th the other Germans who believe Hansen is of their nationality. 
Miss Porter tells-the reader that they 
stirred uneasily, their features set hard in disapproval.--
.· Untimely, unseemly, their faces said prudishly; that is 
the kind of German who gives us all bad reputations in 
strange'lands (po 28). 
The German background which encourages pride, ·a..1scipline, and 
race purity bas formed prejudice and hatred in these characters. As 
·the Germans board the Vera, the reader ·realizes that the Veracrµz world 
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The Germans at first find reiief from the Veracruz world as they 
' . 
consider the ship a "mystic fatherland." 
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Bathing, they· felt, could have been more ccirrect, more charming, 
more amiable than that moment. They fell upon their splendid 
fllll-bodied Gerrnan food ·with hot a.ppetiteso They were all 
going home) honje at last;, and in this ship they had in common 
for the first. time ·the fee1·1 n.g that they had already set foot 
upon a rnystle Fatherland ( p. 50). 
But the ship turns oltt to be Veracruz all over again. This is illustrated 
by the passage concerning the Germans' last dinner together. 
The CaptainJ Herr Rieber, Frau Rittersdorf, and the Huttens, 
with Frau Schmitt and Dr. Schumann, sat at their'table nearly 
in silence, for the:r all felt that any topic they had in 
common '\Jould lead to a·wkvrard or trivial gossip o . Ana~ they 
were no longer i11terested in anything the others ba..d to say--
their minds 1·rere closing in and folding up once more around 
their ovrn concerns, their only common hope being to leave that .. 
ship and e:nd that voyaJge and to take up their real and separate 
lives once more (po 472).46 , · 
Now the Germans e11tertain a second "common hope.'' This second 
. ('-·· 
l'common hope" is similar to the first. In their first hope they wished 
to reach "a German ship then standing in.dock" to be relieved from the 
Veracruz world. Ironically though, they brought that very world. with 
• fl 
them aboard the Vera. The second "common hope" is symbolically an 
exact duplication of the first. The Germans w~ll again take the con-
ditions ~f their distress, the Veracruz ,.world, TJTitb them into their 
futures. Their new "common hope" for "their real and separat.e lives" 
("to bring relief from the'"Veracruz world·on the Vera is a delusion,- -
i just as the earlier "common hope". in "a German ship then standing in . 
I 
-I 
_ ·--·-··---·--- .-:--.-... _._-_,·. _. ---~··· . dock" was. In t.he description of the Germans ~) their last dinner to~ . , 
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·The theme with variation groups belp'explain the intricacies 
of hov the characters reject experience and remain the same. In · 
one of the scenes 'from the theme 1-ri th variation g1:·ou:p of my interest 
I will show how Mary Treadwell perverts the experiences of her pa.st 
to maintain her present insensitive self. But more important the 
theme with variation groups' circular close structure provides 
important thematic insight into the overall structural irony of 
Ship~ Fools: the Vera is journeying to its point·of departure. 
The unity provided by the cruise and the ship forms the most 
obvious aspect of structure. In addition to this structure there 
is a dramatic structure akin to that· of the short story. The ~ag-
mented scenes o~ Parts One and Two present personal and intra-per-
sonal conflicts of the passengers. These conflicts and tensions 
become heightened as the novel progresses. This period of in-
creasing complication ~ontinues through the two lesser climaxes, 
l-reytag's expulsion from the captain's table and Etchega,ray's 
death, into Part .Three, where·· the climax of personal hatreds, an-
. tagonisms and innermost tensions erupt into the multiple violences 
. 
. 
l.i.ror 
. that occur at and just after the zarzuela dinner. I~ this climax 
a number· of ch~racters, the Captain, Herr Baumgartner, Denny, 
Riever, S:ptsckenkieker, to name a few, suffer ·dramatic personal __ 
' 
'·.. ~ .......... - reverses, although all refuse to admit it. 
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·confrontation, and they hope for conquest. Johann has designs on 
Concha, Rieber on Lizzi, Denny on Ampere·, !'reyta.g on Jenny, tbe 
ship's officer on Mrs. Treadwell, and Elsa on her Cuban. Also, 
the Spanish dancers fancy an intrigue whereby they can elevate 
themselves socially to the level of the titular head of the ship, 
the Captain. Thus a number of character confrontations are set 
before the party even begir1s, and as matters do not follow pre-
conceived. designs, intrapersonal conflicts violently erupt. 
Following the zarzuela dinner there is the traditional de-
nouement or falling action. Generally this is called the resolution, 
/' 
·~ but the term is ironic when applied to the falling action of Ship 
of Fools because the characters refuse to admit to the inadequacies, 
-
weaknesses, hatreds and·uneasy tensions which the.party reveals in 
most of them. 
The individual scenes of a theme with variation group that de-
. 
scribe personal tensions and intrapersonal conflicts make. this 
structure meaningful, especially in its_ rising action. Three ·of 
- ' 
of my concern describe important character conflicts and aid the · 
complication of the dramatic . structure. _ ·- ' -~·. ' 
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VI. A Synthesis of Ironies 
'I,. 
In the fo~lowing discussion of one of the small-
theme and variation scene groups from ShiE, of Fools, 
48 I will cover a number of different points, I am 
mostly concerned with how implicative detail, counter-
point of .incident, and the auctorial voice are guides to 
primary ironies which evolve from their own inborn 
irony. These elements often organically interrelate with 
- one another, creating new levels of irony. The reader 
may also detect these new levels of irony by means of the 
elements which create it. 'Thus this chapter b~ars the 
burden of proving the yalidlty and usefulness of my pro-
posal for discovering and stud~ing irony in the novel. 
I am also interested in two ottrar ·~ideas. First, I 
·w111 be demonstrating how counterpoint of-incident and 
close structure wor:&:_ intimately together. Often the 
·counterpoint of two incidents in scenes juxtap9sed 
. "· 
. ~ ~ 
closely together thematlcally justifies their couj)~ing. 
Also the close structure of the scene group I will work 
with d_epends up·ori the counterpoint of the endings of the 
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includes six scenes. It begins near the start of "High 
Sea, "and it provides insight into why love falls on 
board the Vera and why the passengers constant.ly wear 
>' 
masks. The controlling idea of the scene group ls 
found ln the third scene as William Freytag, in an in-
terior monologue, thinks that the proper way to live on 
board ship is to disregard everyone's formative pas~ and 
see people only in the present, 
While he shaved, he riffled through his ties 
and selected one 0 thinking that people on 
voyage mostly went on behaving as if they 
were on dry land 9 and there is simply not 
room for it on a shipo Every smallest act 
shows up more clearly and looks worse, 
because it ·has lost its backgroundo The 
train of events leading up to and explaining 
it is not there 0 you can°t refer it back and 
~et it in its proper size and placeo You 
·might learn something about one or two per-
sons, if you took time and trouble, but 
there was n~t time enough and it was not 
worth the trouble; not even that American 
girl Jenny Brown was interesting enough to 
try to know better { p. 135 ). 
Shortly thereafter he co.ncludes that what h:e prefers from 
... 
. strangers "was a ·friendly indifference, a superficial 
. . 
/ 
\ 
pleasantness. " 
The scenes of the ~cene group show either that one's 
:_fo"rmative p~st is very important or" -the. co_nsequence of a 
-·---·----
---·------
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-
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- ·character's ignoring or perverting his form~tive past. 
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scene group py application to one of the group's sub~ 
themes, the mask. The .other consequential sub-theme of 
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the group is the failure of love. 49 Before I begin 
·.my close investigation of the individual scenes I will 
provide an overview of their thematic relation to the 
uniting idea. 
In· the first scene of the group David Scott awakes 
from a night of drunkenness. He drifts into a memory of 
a climactic experience of his childhood. This experience 
indicates the importance of one's formative past upon 
oneself as David has learned to fear feeling and to 
avoid being sensitive from the experience. At the end 
of the scene he adopts a callous muter mask of lndiffer-
t\; 
ence to protect his sensitive inner being from Jenny. 
The next scene ~ounterpoints the end of David's 
scene. The new episode, through the verbal irony of the 
auctorial voice, undercuts the Huttens' easy adoption of 
masks to hide a hor;rible, revealing moment of insight 
.r 
into their true .selves of the day before. By this counter-
point Miss Porter is underscoring David's foolishness in 
· -···-···-·--.. ----------------:-.7·~-., .• .-... ~-:--·----······----adop·t·in-g an untruthful mask to prote·ct his real self. 
. \ 
. 
. 
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'-\ In the next scene- Senora Ortega's Indian nurse .) 
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Freytag, as r-mentioned above, provides the uniting idea. ___ ._· ··,~. ___ , 
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. ' of the scene g·roup in his scene. He thinks that one can 
.6.4 
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.only tru.ly know a person or an event in the present by 
knowing the influences and events that have made that 
person into what he is. Ironically, though, Freytag 
reveals his own inability to understand himself in the 
present by rejecting and suppressing-a vision which has 
much to do with his ov1n formative past. 
The last two scenes.give further variation to the 
idea of the imoortance of the formative pa~t= In the 
scene following his own, Freytag and Mrs. Treadwell meet 
·-" 
·" 
and de_cide · t·o have breakfast together. The scene depicts 
how two characters who refuse to be interested in one 
another's past can never hope to communicate meaning-
fully with one another. ·The scene also shows, through 
Mrs. Treadwell's interior monologues, how characters may 
distort or pervert their past and 
sent illusionary selves. 
support pre-
In the last scene of the group, the idea of the 
f"ormati ve past is related to lovers.· As a means of· 
characterizing David an~ Jenny's love-hate relationship, 
Miss Porter shows h6w th~ lovers are interested in each 
other's past only as it helps to fulfill their own \ 
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• group together. The structure becom~s circular as the 
reader realizes that, though David strives to avoid e 
love like his mother's, he ironically has fallen into a 
similar kind of love • 
. The scene group begins as David Scott awakes from 
a night of drunkenness with a piercing headache. As he 
.. 
stands before the cabin mirror and notices again his 
recedi.ng hairlinem he thi?"J.cs to himself of tha remedies· 
he had sought to abate baldness. The passage is remark-
able because it.presents a number of dualities. He has 
been guilty of buying salves, ··hair tonics, shampoo, and 
massage devices to save his hair; yet, he realizes the_ 
irrationality of doing so. In" pampering his bodily 
vanity" and spending his- money on" frivolities" he 
had committed the two greatest Pennsylvania Quaker sins 
possible, but" not that he gave a damn as he was fond 
of assuring himself.·" Incidently, the auctorial voice· 
which tells the reader" he was fond of assuring him-
self " warns the reade·r against too credulously be~ 
. liev1ng David's- belittlement· of his religious back-
ground. His mother lacked judgment and.his father was 
· 65_ 
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lectual' " and not based on " physical attraction. " 'His 
father did not expect his mother.to understand such a-
love. The letter is ironic, and David's-mother·immediately 
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realizes as much. 
The above dualities are climaxed by other dµa11t1es 
1n the following passage, which has several important 
implicative details1 
;;· ... ·. 
"Spiritual!'' she said violently, as if 1 t 
were an unclean word. Then she said to 
David, "Here is the kind of father you've 
got 9 " and rea-d the letter in a high strained 
voice to him, standing in the middle of the 
floor with her chin thro~m back and her eyes 
closed with tears streaming 0 she had nearly 
laughed her head offo Then she sat down 
and almost embarrassed him to death by 
seizing him 0 a big bony lank boy and drag-
ging him onto her lap where she cradled him 
as if he were a little boy, rocking back 
and forth sobbing as if she would never 
stop ( p. 132 ). 
His mother's violent duality of emotion, noted by the 
''tears streami·ng" as "she had nearly laughed her head 
off,'' ... ;~ulminates in the incongrous action of ta·king her 
1,rge son in~ her lap- as if he were a small boy and 
"sobbing as ~1r she would never stop." The implicati-ve 
detail of "tears ·streaming, sh-a had nea_rly laughed ·her 
head off" directs the reader to the irony of· his mother's 
~1 . . 
':,_, 
feeling intensely in spite of her not wishing to. She 
has attempted to "11Qsk her true feelings but has failed, 
and the real· injured self flairs· out. David becomes 
66 
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feel.,ing that had so long been hidden, Later that night · 
he wakes with a "terrifying feeling of ·pure desolation." 
The purport of the early dualities of the scene and 
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the meaning of the suggestive experience with his 
mother become clearer as the scene nears an end, _and 
David thinks of Jenny, his loverz 
The thought of Jenny's mere existence at 
that moment was a fresh accusation against 
hime He should marry Jenny 9 or offer to 
marry her 0 anywayg they should have gotten 
married before they left r1exico--..this i1a.~ 
everything was plainly going to be a mess. 
Btit 9 Jenny was not the wife he wanted if 
he wanted a wife, which he certainly did not 
· want not-J: in fact 9 he faced it coldly, he 
would never in the world marry Jenny, he 
did not intend to marry at allz marriage 
was a bad business, a mug• s game ( p. 133 ) • ·_ 
David's transition in this passage from moral responsi-
r 
bil1 ty to an almost oppos·i te posl tion ls in perfect har--
mony with other contraries in the scene. On the one 
hand is "moral self reprobation" the "Quaker conscience" 
that finds Jenny a "fresh accusation against him," On 
the ·~,other hand is the "!·~don't-give-a-damn" attitude of 
I 
I 
the "flightly" father which suggests "marriage is a 
mug's game. " As the above passage hints, the latter 
.attitude is conslstantly used agari1lst and to repress 
.. ' 
the former,. 
o~ the two selv~s, I believe the "moral self re-
proba1;_1o,n" being is closer. to David's real self.. I am . 
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about the Quaker influences of his childhood. .. - ~ One 
-·· ,.,"\V). 
simply doesn't bother fortifying-himself against matters 
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of no importance. If this reading is acceptable the 
auctorial voice leads the reader to the irony of David's 
protecting his moral self by adopting a morally 
irresponsible self. 
The implicative detail which suggests his mother's 
great hurt through the delineation of the two extremes 
·;r 
' 
of her inte11.se emotional p'~tch implies that David is 
,r•J ) 
,) ,.. 
:t" 
consistently refusing to "1 f eel, to be sensitive, as his 
moral sense ~ould require of him, for fear of being 
• 
trapped in the same kind of climactic seizure of misery 
~ 
as his mother was. He adopts a callous, hard outer-self 
to protect his inner self from the inevitable attack from 
Jenny about his conduct while drunk the night before, 
But she would remember, she would be glad 
to give him a full account ( p. 133 ). 
~After David adopts his unfeeling mask b:J degrading mar-
riage to "a mug's game," he is prepared for Jenny a 
On reaching this candid conclusion, his 
spirits improved somewhat: he felt able to 
face Jenny on her own terms ( p. 133 ). 
Notive how the auctorial comment ''candid conclusion" 
pierces through David's well being and underscores the 
·irony of his adopting an untruthful mask. 
. . 
- . -~----·-·· ---------------~--------·- ..... 
..• ····-·" ,.-. -
-----···--·-·=-~ _ _:__ __ -~~:- . , "'-"'-~·~,.,~~---,~-,,·-_:·~~1n this-~s·cene the iirlplicative detail is a context-
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about the shaping experience w1t,h his mother wh1-oh has 
formed David into the man he is. Freytag's statement 
that one should see only in the present ls ironic in 
·' 
application to David,· To understand him fully, one 
must be willing to explore his formative background, 
especially the climactic experience with his mother. 
Yet, Jenny has not done so. Earlier in the novel she 
says carelessly& 
Darling, you make yourself sound as if 
you had a pathetic childhood. Did you? 
( P. 113 ) • 
Near the end of the voyage she thinks of him as a 
changeling ( p. J84 ). 
The next scene is only six and one-half lines long_ 
and it provides a counterpoint of incident which further 
undercuts the rising good opinion David has of himself 
after he adopts his mask. 
awake: 
Frau and Professor Hutten 
Comparing notes, they decided their sea-
sickness was pa.st, they must rise and face 
the day ( p. ·133· ) • 
. .. - . 
- - ·---·,-·····---- -The image ·or the ·auctorlal voice's "comparing notes". is 
humoro-qs as 1 t:·-lhows the Huttens, especially Fraµ Hutten, 
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by.· .,the sight of her husband retching\-on the couch. I · I Bebe 
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licked hi·s fallen hand, He called --to her for help and she 
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"How can I?" she asked heavily, through 
stiffened lips. By means of a slow surging 
movement, she rolled over and reached for 
the bell, which she pressed down and held 
steadily, not letting go until the door 
was opened II a11d sr1e l1ea .. r·d so11r1ds of res-
cue in the roomo Conscience~ dutyp 
attentiveness, obedience~-all the granite 
foundations of her marriagep her wifely 
career slid from under her without a 
sound 9 and she sank into a hideous luxury 
of moral collapsea Let somebody else wait 
on him hand and foot for a changeo Let 
him do something for himselfo Let some-
body even, for once, do something for 
her! (p. 115 ) • 
In this quotation Frau Hutten's real self throws 
off the self of.wifely responsibility, and like David, 
who hides his reail. self unde~ a callous mask, Frau Hutten 
hides hers under the term "seasickness." The word "sea-, 
<\ 
sickness" is auctorial, and its irony is that of under-
.. 
' statement, applying to Frau Hutten' s "moral collapse.,. ··· 
.• . 
Through her commentary, Miss Porter satirizes the way 
the Huttens' , especially_~'"Frau Hutten, carelessly hide -
. 0 - . 
the horrific knowledge about self that becomes apparent 
in each the day· before. _ In doing so, the· author may be -
__ unde~cutti:pg David's adoption of his "I-don't-care,. self 
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point of incident. In it Senora Ortega's nurse thinks 
of her present situation on the boat. Her life among 
strangers, who l{now nothing of herself or her back-
ground, causes her intense loneliness and desolation, 
She often wept in her sleep because she 
lived her whole life among strangers who 
knew only her christened name, not a word 
of her languagep and who never once asked 
her how she felt ( p. 134 )o 
That her plea for communication is unheard ls made clear 
by the counterpoint of the next scene in which Freytag 
thinks to himself that he prefers "a friendly indiffer-
ence" from st~angers. 
In the Freytag scene the importance of the formative 
background is given new dimension. David's formative 
influences come from family. Freytag's come from his 
national background. In,David's scene there was a hint, <Qi --
·which is made clear in the last scene of the group, that 
it is necessary for one to know the shaping background 
~: 
inf·luences. of a person before one can understand h-im. 
In Ferytag's scene this is given an ironic turn. The 
,,•~ 
character himself must know his own formative influences , __ _ 
and the effect_ they have had upon him if he can ever hope· 
·.r: 
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eral implicat1 ve deta·11s. Freytag, who is returning 
~o Germany to pick up I~ary, his Jewish wife, and bring 
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her back to Mexico, convinces himself that by 11v1ng 
in the present and not allowing others to see the 
events of his past he prevents others from hurting his 
essence of character. 
He felt his own life withln him thriving 
safe and sound, something intact with a 
very smooth surface very hard for fishes 
to get their teeth in (p. 136). 
He thinks he will refuse others' nearness and feeling 
on the voyage from Mexico City to Germany: 
In that interval nothing concerned him, 
he had no business with strangers (p. 1)6 ). 
Shortly afterwards he describes what he believes 
to be his essence of character, the problem of his and 
Mary's exile which is caused by German national pre-
judice1 
They would never see Germany again, except 
for a miracle. Mary must be his native 
land and he must be hers and they would 
have to carry their own climate with them 
wherever they wentp they must call that 
cliamte home and try to remember its real 
name~-exile (p. 136 ) ,_ .. ,. \ 
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The problem of his future and Mary's he calls later tne 
' . 
'. 
"perpetual question. " This ls·what must be hidden be-
-
· neatp the hard, callous exterior, for -strangers~ seeing 
- -,::.,_..:. __ 
· .... :-------hl~ proble'm·out of fts'formative context would only mis-
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spired by a vision of Mary.singing "Kein Haus, /Keine· 
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50·· Heimat" (No House, .No Home ). He thinks of exiles 
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His pride sickened. What a shamefulex:1s-
tence for a German! No matter what he might 
say for the sake of politeness about his mix-
ture of nationalities, he knew he was al-
together German 0 a legitimate son of that 
powerf~l German strain able to destroy all 
foreign bloods in its own veins and make all 
pure and German once more; and the whole 
world was for him merely a hunting ground, 
a foraging placep a territory of profit-
able sojourn until the day should come 
when he would go home for good 0 having 
never beer1 a..11a .. y i11 sou.lo vJherever he had 
been, he had felt German ground under his 
feet and German sky over his head; there 
was no other country for himp and how was 
this ta.ken ai·Js.,y from. us i, :t'lary? You are no· 
longer a. Jei~1 9 but the v.rife of a German; our 
children~s blood will flow as pure as mine, 
your tainted stream will be cleansed in their 
German veins (p. 137 ) •. 
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This reverie enlarges the. reader's understanding of Frey-
tag's character by presenting an ironic hidden self the 
reader has not yet fully seen in him. · The reverie in-
dicates Freyt.ag' s strong German prid~ and aut}?.oritative 
air, his intense desire to io home, and hi~ full belief 
in the German myth of Aryan rac~e purity and superiority. 
The counterpoint sugges~s the primary irony that the 
reverie repudiates Mary. The counterpoint asks which· 
will be Freytag's country--Mary or Germany? 
To know Freytag's true -answer to this question the 
\ 
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f:_: - ~ - --- ---- th.e scene, This counterpoint makes Freytag' s l"e,iig:l;iqp, tQ ---~------~,=== 
. his reveri--e meaningful. __ , ___ ?reytag is leap.ing on a raili_ng-· ____ _ 
next to Dr, ·Schumann, ,.overlooking ~he st-eerage passengers·. 
" 
They speak to one another about the troubles of the steer-
r.• 
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age. Freytag says, 
Well, at least these people are lucky in 
one way--they are all going home (p. 138 ). 
In this brief moment, and totally unconscious of the 
significance of what he has said, Freytag utters what 
is closest to his heart. He wishes to go home to Ger-
many to stay. It is interesting that in a novel where 
so many characters wear masks, the truthful things they 
say are often uttered in a superficial tone and taken 
without meaning. It is suggestive of the intense in-
ability of these characters to communicate with one 
l 
another and ultimately their inability to communicate 
with their real selves. 
The reader is now prepared to view critically Frey-
' •./:'>.. 
tag's curious reaction to his reverie. He breaks from 
1 t with a "streaming face-. " It is a"painful rhapsody," 
a "fearful daydream," "madness" to him, especially as 
he thinksa 
the solid earth was ,§3lipping from underfoot, 
the house was sh~kin~ overhead, the long 
flight was beginning, and he could imagine 
the .end (p. 137 ) • 
A "painful rhapsody" and "madness" may describe the frus-
means the German pr·e jUdi-ce exiling· him and Mary. 
one would be hard pressed to interpret "fearful day-
• 
dream•• along the ~ame line. This phrase suggests exactly· 
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what has happened.· Freytag•s reverie has been fearful 
because it for a moment loosed his real urges, 1>el1efs., 
and.desires. 
Freytag's view of the present (the house shaking 
overhead, etc. ) .and worries about his and Mary's future 
.. 
rush in. to crown out the vision of the reverie. The 
precisely used implicative details of his image of the 
..... 
future support this interpretation as they are meant to 
provide an image of terror to Freytag, but ironically 
the image is one of comfort, 
The future was a vast hollow sphere, strangely 
soundless, uninhabited, without incident or 
detail; yet he knew that, visibly, nothing 
might be changed for a great while; perhaps 
things would change so slowly he might. 
hardly be aware of change until one day it 
would be too late (p. 137 ). 
The image of the future as a "hollow sphere" ·follows im-
mediately the present of the "house shaking overhead, 
·the long flight beginning,:" and the image of the f_uture 
is meant to be one of desolation which contains" the 
end." · Yet in light of-· Freytag' s earli,er comment about 
how one should live alone and isolated in· the prese-nt, 
a future "strangely soundless, uninhabited, without 
15 
. inc·ldenct .:or--·deta.il",·-must be a comforting .. .sigh.t •... In this· 
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_ He was very s·;imply transporting himself, 
like s·ome~hing inanimate sent by f-reight, 
stored in the hold 0 until 9 from the ho~se 
he had taken and began to prepare for t1ary 
in Ivlexico City, he should set himself down 
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1n the house where Mary was waiting for 
him in Mannheim. In that interval nothing 
concerned him, he had no business with 
strangers (p. 136) • 
Freytag ends his vision of the future by the note 
"until one day, it would be too late." Even this idea 
is not comforting to Freytag as the reader soon learns. 
He could not feel hated, destined for catas-
trophe; actually he could not imagine him-
self being driven out of a place, or in 
peril of his life (Po 137). 
The future provides comfort because it is abstract;· it 
has no bearing on his concrete being. 
Ironically the "perpetual questmo·n" of his and Mary's 
present and future rushes in upon his reverie as a solace_ 
to him, not as he believes, as the great and true prob-
lem of his life. Freytag has developed a double mask. 
Mary being his native land is his true mask, he thinks, 
to-protect himself from fears about the future. This is 
dramatically portrayed in the next scene. However, 
0 
the "perpetual ·question" becomes· the ac·tual mask which 
prevents· his ·seeing his true character, the one formed 
by German.'. ideo_logy and influence·s. Freytag becomes truly 
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hide his ·real self.· .The effectiveness of his unconscious 
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mask iri., questioned in a number of lat,er scenes for Mary 
blocks the three main urges of his true charactera his 
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desire to go home, his hatred of Jews, and the need to 
make others feel his potency and authority. 
Implicative detail and counterpoint of incident 
are substantive gu1des to meaning as they help de-
.,. 
,1 
\\ 
,· 
termine several of the ironies of this complex scene. 
The counterpoint of incident which ends the scene un-
derscores the importance of the reverie in Freytag's m~nd. 
The implicative detail of the future as a "hollow sphere". 
in turn directs and indicates the irony of Freytag's 
adopting the "perpetual question" mask. The image is 
meant to be one of pending disaster, but, incongruously, 
it is one of comfort.- In the same sense the "perpetual 
question" is meant to be harrowing, but it is really a 
solace as it crowds out the import of the.reverie. This 
builds to the irony of the mas..k theme as Freytag thinks 
the central problem of his life is the "perpetual 
question," but thi.s, in fact, is only a dodge to hide 
the true self of the reverie. The "perpetual question" 
. mask then· 1eads to the major irony of the scene. F.rey-
. · - .. tag. has s.aid. that o:pe can understand a person in the 
,, 
. --·~·-------··· present_ o·nly by knowing· ·the formative events and ex-
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~- the formative influence of his German past. He does 
caSO by rejecting the reverie and the three traits of 
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character it brings out in him that are so clearly in-
grained in the German influence of his past. As long 
as he rejects the past, he can never hope to understand 
himself in·the present. 
The next scene dramatizes Freytag's use of the 
" 
''perpetual question" mask. It shows also how two 
characters who live in the present, Freytag and Mrs. 
Treadwell, can never hope to communicate with one an--
other. In their refusal to see fully their own shaping 
. '--:,-background and each other's, their resultant isolation 
. 
counterpoints perfectly the loneliness of Senora Ortega's 
nurse who wished only that people would know of her and 
,, 
care a little about her. Finally, the scene shows the 
··S::._;:,·. 
ti irony of Mrs. Treadwell perverting a seemingly painful 
formative past into a pleasurable comfort for her pre-
I 
sent illusionary self. 
,, 
In Mrs. Treadwell ·and Freytag's scene, Miss Por-
ter's us_e. of her auctorial voice is 1mpo·rtant because 
1.t a·mplifies the meaning of Freytag' s ·adoption of the 
"Perpetual question" mask, and it shapes the meaning 
of the instant where·Freytag sees Jeni:iy become Mary. 
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evening before fresh in his mind, felt ·a 
certain lightly malicious satisfaction 1n· 
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his belief, his knowledge indeed, that no 
matt.er--no matter at all--what kind of . ,ft 
appearances they chose to keep up, the 
match 1~1as no good; they VJere not i11 the 
least happy together and would never be; 
it couldn°t go bno He turned as for a 
last look at the retreating figures to 
fix an image in his memory even then 
changing and disappearing; and before 
he could stop it 9 suppress it 9 before he 
even realized he had thought ~he fearful 
thought O it formed in actua .. l ·words shock--~ 
ingly in his iva .. king mind~ °'If that 1·rere 
Mary walking yonder, even at this distance, 
at first glance, anybody-~even I!--anybody 
would know she is a Jewo , o What have I 
done to us both, Mary, Mary ••• what shall 
I do now?" 
It was all in a fraction of a second that 
his image of his whole life split apart 
(pp.140-1 ). 
Ostensibly, ~reytag believes the "perpetual question" 
has seared thro.ugh his "Mary must be my native land" 
mask. For a moment.his life splits apart. _ Then short-
.. 
.. , 
ly afterwards he begins to piece together again his Mary 
mask: 
It was Mary herself who made the difference 
to his whole life, her qualities were change-
less, what had possessed him to fall into a 
fright about their future? (p. 142). 
However~ I believe. that his thoughts are Miss Porter's· 
dramatization of the way Freytag will use his eonscious 
I 
' 
ma~k unconsciously to further "hide from himself the t~rue 
• " 
--' -- ···- -- - ~- •• • - -·-··- ---- +· ---•·· - -
-nature of his character as -revealed in reverie. -ThUS'"'·· I 
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different source than that of fear about the future. 
-~---'" 
The auctorial commentary tells the reader that Freytag 
views the inevitable break-up of David and Jenny with 
"a certain lightly malicious ~atisfaction." Theim-
mediate counterpoint of his sight of David and Jenny 
and his vision of Mary may suggest that he is psycho-
logically·associatlng their break-up with a pos$ible 
• 
break-up with his wife, The malicious s~tisfaction 
at the one break-up may carry over to a malicious sat-
isfaction at the thought of his own. 
In such an interpretation it.ls important to 
notice the subdued hint of personal injury as Freytag 
l 
thinks, "at first glance, anybody--even I!--anybody 
would know she is a Jew." In the last scene he said 
·that Mary had deceived him. He- did not think she was 
a Jew. 
He had been deceived,· but then he loved her 
on· sight, literally, she had told him almost 
at once, but he had not cared, and he could 
see no signs of Jewishness in her--but those 
colonial Germans -in Mexico City, they would 
know what she was instantly and as~far as they 
could.see her (p. 137). 
. 
. Notice how the auctorial clause ''and .. he. c.ould, :see ·rio 
·····------------~-~-.. -------~~----s-igils of Jewishness in her" deflates the a.dtniration o}1e 
. If. this reading is acceptable -the auctoria.l .comment 
~· . . -
-- - ' concerriiilg Freytag's malicious satiSfaction at knowing 
David and Jenny must break up·is·reflective of the reverie 
··'"" ·------
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and the intensely selfish, authoritative character 
that is exposed ther~. Thus, the close structure in 
·the ·juxtaposition of these two scenes makes the auc-
torial comment n1eEtningful, and the auctorial voice, 1n 
turn, becomes a suide to the 1ron1c meaning of the brief vision 
he has now. 
The other auctorial comment of interest in this 
scene is a clear, direct guide to meaning, It is cen-
sorously ironic in the Austen-sense, and it points up 
the discrepancy between carefully studying the formative 
\ - experiences of one's past to try to come to know one-
i " 
self, and dwelling in the past to support the present 
complacent view of oneself, Mrs. Treadwell thinks how 
comfortable Freytag must be, and what a pleasant, hearty 
life he must lead. She is, of course,. seeing him only 
in the present, and most of her conclusions about him \ / 
I 
are incorrect, Her thoughts lead her into thinking how ,II 
uncomfortable her past has beena 
Beggars pinch me, she reminded herself, and 
never for. any, price will I be abler to buy a 
ti·aket t·hat will set me down in the place I-,,,,~-~ 
wi .. sh to be o IViaybe the place does not exist, . 
or if it does, it's much too late to go there • 
..... - ···· · · - ·-·-"·- · · ·· .. ··· · ·· --'------ And my husband pref erred sleeping with ··any -----------~-----·---. · ----- .. ··._-· ----------- .-
······ -· -- :·'~~-~----- -~7'. --- chance slut rather than with me 1,- though I ·------··· ___ > __________ : __ :_,~: _________ _ 
__ -.. ·-------·-------·-···-------·---·-----------------... -.. --........... ____ ... " __ .. _,~:~:.:~:. _____ ,, ____________ :_~: ..... -~rieci hard to b~ slut enough to .. Please him-- . _ . __ _ 
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other people-a·· And if there is a dull man on·· . board· sh~p I ~- certain to fall .·into . corrtier.;.···-~-. -----~-"--",-·--·:,-- ....... : ______________ , ___ _ 
sat ion 1\1i th him o 
Freytag had been saying something, and. 
she.emerged from her warm bath of self pity 
,· 
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in ~1me to catch the tag of his sen• 
tences •••• (p. 143). 
The irony 1s that she uses an injurious past as a com-
fort. 
The auctorial comment adds a new dimension to the 
mask theme and the idea of the formative'past's impor-
tance. A brief reverie into one's past may be used to 
understand oneself better, but the reverie may also be 
so slanted as to support the character's present self. 
Here Mrs. T·readwell thinks of one of her central concerns 
and experiences in the past that formed that concern. 
She is a woman scorned. But she thinks of her back-
ground in such a way that it can have no meaning for her 
realizing her true self. 
This scene fits within the close structure of this 
group nicely, as it again illustrates the tragic-isola-
tion, loneliness, and misunderstandings that must result 
from attempted communication between two cha;acters who 
\ 
see only in th~.present. And, beyond this, the scene 
provides .important insights into M:bs. Treadwell• s use 
. r" •· '· 
- , ··- ~ 
of her formative pa.st ·th1t16ugh ·a precise doubling of 
well ·he.a.rs snatches of Fr-eytag' s sentences as he be-
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They be-gins to speak about. the . "perpetual· question." 
gin a perfectly phratic conversation. Freytag hides his 
· problem behind abstnac.t phrases to the point where Mrs. 
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Treadwell could not possibly know what he 1s saying 
i:\ 
even if she vlere interested, which she is not. Whan 
Mrs. Treadiiell asks, "without thinking," what 1s hap-
pening to him in Germany he answers, 
"Oh, same old signs and_ portents," said Freytag , • • "vJarnings of one kind or 
another, nothing too serious, I suppose, 
but we (we? 9 he asked himself) have a 
habit of vJa t chi ng the weather, " he ended 
••• (p. 143). 
Mrs. Treadwell responds by telling her "beautiful" 
story about a child who was rescued from a pogrom in 
Russia and was brought by strangers to America where he 
prospered nicely. This is the last thing Freytag wishes 
to hear because it has no concrete bearing on his prob-
lem, He also probably feels that her idealism dese-
crates the realism and meaning of the central concern, 
as he believes 1t·to be, of his life. At any rate he 
, 
says to her, "I shouldn't have_tried to talk about it." 
Mrs, Treadwell responds, "Perhaps· you are r·ight," and 
they move away from one another. 
~t this point occurs Mrs. Treadwell's second in-
-ternal mono~ogue_. She t·hinks to herself that if she ' 
-
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---- to feel with him, she might even _identify with the - .. . . 
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other person. Eventually·, she would feel· gull ty o·r _ ._his - --- - .· - --·- - ..... ---- .. ·-···-· 
- .. ""•-fl 
"griefs and w:rongs" and.--he would find her· so also and 
. r·=·;·:. 
"blame her fre·e1y .~' She thinks· it had -happened too of ten 
in the past and wouldn't she ever learn at last? 
• 
' . 
' . 
--·- ·-·~,t-
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There was no cure, no comfort, tears change. 
nothing and words never get at the truth. 
No, don't tell me a~ymore about yourself, I 
am r1 o t 1 i ~; t e r 1 :L n g , y o tl ea .n r1 o t f o r c e rny· 
attentiono I don't want to know you, and 
I will not know you. Don't try to come 
nea1~eI' ( p 41 11-i,4) • 
The David Scott scene showed the importance of a 
formative experience upon a character assessing the 
formati~e influences to be able to understand his real 
self. In the present scene Mrs. Treadwell's two mono-
logues show how the characters pervert and misuse their 
past to support their present selves rather than using 
the~past as a guide to self discovery. The- second mono-
logue illustrates, like the first, how Mrs. Treadwell 
" 
/ uses the past to support her present.self. She thinks 
of herself as a woman in const&nt jeopardy of being· 
hurt by.others. 
It had happened too often; co-uld · she not 
learn a~last?· (p. 144). 
·· She is using the experiences of the past as a rati.onale 
~- . 
for not feeling in·the present. 
' 
. 
But Mrs. Treadwell does 
• b not understand or care to ~no"w th~l implica~ion of 
"· 
r 
---- .<•-==-"·--....- ... 
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' ·. the past. She use~ it~~ needs to in o~er to 
?--t--··---·----··-c··--. ,-··----------··----· ·avoid f ee·ling' but:.· in· so doing she obviat_es the real s·e1:r- - . 
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person of Denny, The past~omes a tool for distorting 
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the present by supporting her deluslonary self of a 
caring, sensitive woman in a cold merciless world. 
Her use of the past here is an important char-
acterizing note, Later in the novel she attempts to 
manipulate time to regress to her childhood. innocence 
and forget her disastrous ten year marriage: 
Time had juggled everything, time was a liar 
and a cheat, but it could not touch anything 
that lay on the other side of that first love 
which had cut her life in two 9 leaving all 
that had happened before it enclosed and 
changeless~ and true, so far as she could see, 
for all she was able to learn. Keep it, keep 
it, her heart said, it is yours whether it was 
true or not (p. 207 ). 
The auctorial comment throughout th-is scene is the 
impor~ant guide to ironic meaning. It directs the 
reader's attention to the dramatization of Freytag em-
ploying his conscious mask unconsciously to re .. ject · his 
real self. It also guides the reader to ironies in-
volved with Mary Treadwell's perversions of her form-
. ati ve past, · such as her usl·ng s·n injurious past as a 
comfort. 
as 
~···. ·. 
\ . 
The· next scene, the last of t·he group, which deals·· 
exe>lusi vely with David and Jenny, deli:neates important 
- _._ __ ...... 
- - .. - ""' ' 
aspects- or··::the ., complex psyc'f1ology of l,q.1r_e···a.board.~.-the 
- - ----··a:-.- ·- -· -· 
. . . . . Vera. David's thought;s ~~ -- th.~ _ en.4 -~f t-h-is- episode. form --~"··=,- ·. . ... _ 
a precise eou.n·terp·oint-with his thoughts ·at the end o·r·-· ··· 
. 
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the group's first scene and in so doing become a s1gnt-
1r1cant guide to many of the scene's ironic meanings. 
' ·:::... 
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The first part of the scene is important as it 
helps characterize Jenny and David's love affair. Jenny 
recalls the previous night when David had tried, in his 
drunken lust, to break into Jenny's cabin, Elsa, _Jenny's 
cabin-mate, cried out, and David left. Jenny found the 
whole experience "sordid" but it reminded Elsa of ideal 
romantic love: 
"I think it must be divine to have a man so 
much in love with you. It seems to me so 
sad that you must shut him out." "Sad?" said 
Jenny, ••• "No, that isn't. exactly the word 
for it" ( p. 14 5 ) • · 
. 
The exchange cites Jenny's loss of ideal love. 
They go to sleep, and in a dream Jenny sees again 
an incident she and David witnessed in a small Indian 
,. 
village in Mexico. The dream is remarkable for its 
\ . 
imFlicatlve details and the insight it provides into 
David and Jenny's love affair,. A man and a woman 
stand locked in a "death-battl~"a 
They swayed and staggered together in a strange 
embrace, as if they supported each other; but 
in the man's raised hand was a long knife 
and the woman's·breast(and stomach were 
pierced. The blood ran down the body and over 
her thighs, her skirts wer~ sticking to her 
legs with her own blooda She was ~eating him 
on the head with a jagged ston.e.,. and his fea-
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tures were veiled· ip ri vlets ~of blood o T~ey 
~-d ..... -.. ----- ····· were sitent, and t'rieir .. faces had taken ·on a 
·-··-.!.-- ... . . ...•. : ·-·· ,, . 
--------~--~----·. " saint-like. patience in· suffering, abstract, .... --··-·-·-----·--··--··--- .. 
· --·- ..... ····-·· ..... , ... --···~-·~-,,,-~~~·-·-~-·-:·,_.,, _ _. ... ~:"'-·-~-···~---···-~-'.~·--·~--... , .. JiU'.t"''i ·r 1 ·e d''', ·o·.f ... ,·.,rag ·e · ... and·· ·hat red .. •. ·1 rr ····· t ·he· i"r·· ·····one- .. ·- ---··· ....... L---~---·-·---~-~:·----~'~---"-·-·------·----·.-----~r-
. · -- - ·- - --- · -- holy dedica ..ted purpose to kill each other. 
·-··-· --···--·. ·-·.-- :·------·····- --····-----~--·-;··---~- -- -·-··· The-ir----f-lesh sway-e-d---t.og.e-ther. and --cl.ung • -thei-r- -.----···----· ··-. ---~-·--~------
left arms were wound ·around each other's bodies 
as if in iove (p. 146).· .. ,.,;·-.. 
The striking .dualities .of this passage are capsulized.in 
\, 
.• 
~ - . :, . -
-----.. -···-·-_ ·-·- ·.' - ·-.-
.. 
the phrase "strange embrace." Their support of one 
another and their left arms wound ''about each other's 
bodies as if in love" gives an impression of love and 
mutual need for each other. Yet in their close embrace 
they attack each other violently. This t~rrlfying and 
vivid scene becomes symbolic of almost every love affair 
on board the Vera. 
In· its own context the actions of the Indians im-
mediately becomes indicative of the way David and Jenny 
87 
• 
constap.tly·attack one another verbally and yet, as Jenny ·~ 
thinks, are strangely bound together. She is literally 
imprisoned in love. In her dream the Indians' faces had 
become hers and David's, and they were attacking one 
another. 
Upon awakening, Jenny thinks about the history of 
her love for David. She began .by loving him in a ro-
mantic, ideal sense. She thinks that then she thought 
of love as '°tenderness and faithfulness," "a -true good-
), 
~ 
ness of heart to the loved one" (p. 1~7), Yet this 
- ~ . 
romantic spirit was chilled by David's refusing to give 4 • 
back anything of himself.. She thinks that slowly his 
. --r~"'~...::t_\ 
I 
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-- ----resl-st·ence~-;to--··-1-ove··-···had· d-i~im~yed. ·her. She thinks of his . - . 
·- ·at-her fauits ~ - Then sh~ comes to t·he central question: . - . 
.. ~-- -- --·· '----··-
. 
But what was there to love in him, then? How 
. " could she have loved -him? (p. 148) .•.. 
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At this point it is necessary ~to refer back to ah auctorial 
comment about David and Jenny provided earlier in the novel: '\ . 
. ', 
~. ; 
'. • .... ;.· .. ·__,·~. 
.. Ii / 
-.. : .. 
.:'" 
They were both ashamed of ··t·he evil natures 
they expbsed in each other: each i~ the 
flrst days of t}1eiI' lo 1le r1Etd hoped. to be 
the id e 2 .. l i. 1J1 c13 e o :f t ho o t r1 e: r , f o ""C' t h c~ ;/ i~ ere 
de s per a. t e 1 y r o rr ct ri t l c , 8_ n cl t 1'1 e .L 1--- f c: D. 1· of ex -
posing t1~1ern se 1 ,res» of s ho1·J :i. r1g and_ 1 ear·11ing 
ur1lovely tl·11ngs a.botlt eacl1 otl1er, made them 
dishonest and cruel (po 5J). 
The "ideal imag.e of the other" sounds indicative 
of suggestion according to the Reich theory of love. 5l 
According to.Doctor Reich, love is a furthering pro-
cess of self definition. One falls in love with a per-
son who is an ideal alter ego, a person who seems to have 
successes of character and being that the lover does not 
or fears he does not have. His love allows him to ex-
plore the ideal opposites of character that the other 
lover has in an effort-· to define his own character and 
potentialities. In their hope to be "the ideal image 
of the othe'r," David and Jenny seem· to have fallen in 
love according to the Reich theory. 
Jenny's concern about·whether or not she loves 
David leads her into an internal monologue of great 
awareness a 
We will go on for -a while, a·nd it will be 
worse and worse, and we will say and ~o more 
and more outrageous things to one another, 
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-- --,------ ··------~----~·"··---"-"":·-'·" .. ·-"·--···-------~---·:_··------~--------·-·----and one -day---we will str·1ke t-he final death ·····--- ··--·----·---·-. .,- ~--·-- --·--·---·-----·-·----·""·-·. ···-·-····--·-
. . gi Vlng blO}\l"S ( p·.- llf 8). • · ' 
.... • .. -- ·-·· ··-··- ·-:: '·----···-··, . - . ., ,.,,, __ ._ -· --~-...... ~. · . .,.:·: ·-· 
,., .... ~ .re'f• 
She places herself perfectly into the "strange embrace'~ __ .... , ................... . 
, .,.._,.,,,, •••A•o,,,,_ ~~ ,,.._~_._.....__,..,..,...._.,.~'""';·,-h•--"-...: __ . · .,.,_,- ._... .. _. _ _... .. _._.__,,_.,_...._._._,,_.,_-..,~_,-~-•-.. -•, ..... _,_,,.,,.,._._. ... .,,._, __ ,· <,,r ~,. ... ,-.,, • ...... '"""~' ,• ,J•,~• ,,., ... .,.,,~-•'<•""''••'•"•'n·4', •--~•,-. •-•••, • ,,, ,,.,_. ",., •-.•,.~••• •·•·• ,.,. "" •·• ,, .• ~.- ... _. .••••--•"•~•• ~ •.•• "· '""• ""' ~. ,_,...,' '·•• r• _, • •--~,-.-... ,.,,. ••1-.,..-.•-h,.., .. ,, •'• ·-· ,'f<~ ~-~•••"'•'' ,,.,._,.._., •"I'>•"•••••) ........ ,,,•,•c. 'I "'''""'"'"" ·•,•r••·-.•• '"'"~''·'l'/"'-""<""I ... ,,,,,._..,,,..,.,, . .,,_,, ........... - •• .,_.,.,.._._.,., ... ,,.,,..,._,. __ ..., • .,,,. __ ...,, __ ,..,._,.:»>,. ________ .,. ___ ...... _.,,...,_,,,~,,<'"-''' 
'.\. $11··"' ,,. :-······· '• 
image of the two Indians and realizes.that she.and David 
. - '····-·-··•·-··--·····-·-··- .. · ....... -·~---"-· ,__. .. ___ -··---··----~------.----·"····----.. -----.·····"'·-··· ······-'·------· ........ --~----·- .. 
•must break apart fro~ tine another. The Indiansi had 
been "purif i·ed of rage and hatred in their one holy ded- _ 
. ' 
--~ .. ~ 
-~· .· · .. 
'· ~ .. - ... 
. ,. 
. ( 
,I 1cated purpose to kill each other," Jenny's aware-
ness too purges her of her "rancor," Yet, ironically, 
when she first meets David that morning, as he foretold, 
she immediately provokes him about his conduct the 
night before. 
At the end of the scene David thinks also that 
,. 
Jenny does not give in their relationship, He believes 
her past is to her "a disordered history of incoherent 
events, apparently meaningless wanderings." She has had 
several love affairs·before she fell in love with him. 
David thinks to himself that· the affairs should have 
been love, but· she says they were "fox fire." His final 
thought forms a perfect counterpoint with his thoughts 
which ended his earlier scene. This counterpoint helps 
explain why Jenny and David :rpisunderstand each other and 
why they·insideously add inexplicably attack one an-
--
other I Iri so doing it. helps make the. implicative detail 
of Jenny•s·dream meaningful. 
~ 
........ 
It should have been love, it was a disgrace 
to her that it was not.love, and he told him-
-self with=.,bitterness, it isn't love again, I 
expect. r1aybe it yvill never be anything but fox fire (p. 151 ). 
- --·-·-- ------· ---· .... -·~---......... ---· ._. .. -~ ------------- ~ -- -----.,- ----··------·------ .. -
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·· tion1at1d the vo.ice of the callous "I-don't-care" atti-:., ' 
·. ,i 
tude •. Yet now the moral voice is predo~inant in hi~, 
not . the· callous one, as- h·e briefly thinks -of her past 
•, ~.. I 
• ;. 
,. 
~i 
11 
I 
• • 
affairs. He takes the moral attitude ("it should 
have been love") against the unfeeling one ("nothing 
but fox fire"). 
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Earll er r~11 ss Porter associated the "I-don't-care" 
.. 
attitude with an adopted self David uses to prevent feel~ 
ing. But now the moral self, influenced by ''Quaker 
conscience," has come forward in questioning her past. 
This self is closer to his true being. Here the Reich 
theory seems important. David's real self has emerced 
in questioning her past. He seeks definition by plumbing 
some real or imagined ideal in her. His inquiry is sel-
fish mot selfless, and the reader begins to see that one 
of the reasons love fails in the context of the impor-
tance of the formative past idea is because the lover 
r 
seeks only that aspect of the other's past that will 
define. himself·, not that which will define her. 
Jenny also undergoes a similar .thought pr·ocess i·n 
this scene. She thinks of David's huge appetite for 
·sensual enjoyments: 
He practiced all these dull excesses in a-
methodica,l uncommunicative frenzy of cold 
.~. 
. . ; ~. 
.. .... ·-~ ... ;., . .:. .•. ~ . . 
._ yet sensual enjoyment; and when he made love, ~~ ---------------~~-------'-----=-·:··--------·-~------·---------------------·--- ___ . __ J_enny __ .... knew ....... he ... for geot ..... wr10. -.she .v1a-S·-· .(-P·· .. 14-9··)··· -·- ······ ---·---·----·-·--------~-·-~-:-~-~-·-···--·----·-·------·····- ----
.. ~ . -··--
.-· 
•· 
.. ;.··; 
- • - " - - • ---•·- --•·,.··· • ··w.._--- -• •••·---
~• .. · ccc:.::.~.~~~ DEi\tfd.1>~ •~methodicaT ·uhCOfumUriicative t:renzf~of co1a·yet · ,- ~.~~·~=~. 
,W<1f: : - - - .. . -- - . . - - .. - . -· ···-· ···-··-·········-··········,···················-·····-·-············-····-~····--···················-·-· ··-·· ·····-···········-············ -·-······--······-··'····· .................... -·-······················-···-··-······-··--·············---····-·--·-······---·-··'·---~- . ........~--~·-···-··--·----------·~~ 
~~1-c··,··:··-···,~~·~~-~,~~.=-~=~~"~o-=:~-:~:·::~~7.::"·:·.::·~~s·ensuaat:·····eriJ~·imei1 t n are :::· .. ·two irop_l teat ive de tails w.hi ch - -· - - -_- " .. -.. . . .. .. i ···-
gain their meaning from the. scene in which Miss Porter 
provides the description of David's climactic experi~ence·,~-~~- ·: 
., 
- -. 11:• 
with his mother.· "Methodic~l" involves the :eeader with 
.~ 
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plan and design; "frenzy" suggests almost forced aban-
donment. "Cold" implies restraint, and "sensual" con-
notes pleasurable. What is missing from his emotion-
al enjoyment is feeling which his formative experi-
ence with his mother taught him to hide behind a cal-
lous shell, Jenny's at~empts at self definition do not 
compell her to seek out this all-important experience. 
Jenny also is concerned only with aspects of his 
background that will help her gain self fulfillment 
though she doesn't know it. She picks up his back-
ground from the time he deserted his mother. It pro-
v.ides her an opportunity to engage her maternal in-
stincts: 
He had told her once that his mother had not.,.(/' 
been able to keep him after she was deserted 
by his father--he had a nasty younger bDother 
Who had cultivated asthma as a means of get-
. ting his mother 0 s whole attention~-and she had 
turned him over to be brought up by these 
dreadful, sour smelling aunts who never gave 
him enough to eat. Hunger was in his bones, 
in his soul. Vague maternal feelings of the 
kind she abhored in herself ~elled up in 
Jenny (p. 149). 
--- . Here also the true self, as it comes forward-to be de-
fined acts against the mask: 
'\ 
.... : 
- - --- . - . 
.. - .. - ... - --·""•• ····-·-··· ·····--- ~ . . .... ·. ': ··; · ... : .··----. --····-···---·--·---------··-···-· 
------·····. ·-·-·-·:·-=~·---·::-- .· .... : ... ~:~:.,--~·-,. ............. ~------~--·------.............. -. ~~DaYl¢l1L·~---sh.~ ... s.~J!'..d .J in. a soft t blurred vq~_~e t ..... ·- .. __ _.'. ... : ... ·.;_.;_ :.::i.: .. c:c-·c:··-- _ 
and he saw with surprise again the now----fani-· 
iliar change in her face, .. Just when she had 
.• .• ..:.. ..• : .... ·· ·-·~-------~--;:; ·~ ~~;-~;;~:;;::::=::.:., .. :~-~--·~_---"-----:-~.~-~;~ __ ;c_~~--~~-·----.----· ---·· -·- ---··b·e ~ n ··- ·· i n ·· ·- · ··her · mo s t · ···· -d· i f f · i··c ul t -· ·· · and -·· .·. p e rv·e r s e · ·· · · · ·· ·······- --·--·------ --- -- · · ----- -~-~~· -----~~ -_::·:_~- -=~~~-==-.--·-· ·::.::.::.:~~---~::~~~--
·---- ·- ··--·-··-·-·-.. ·····-·-· .. -·- - . . r .,..1, __ ~ - __ --.;-_...:__,, 
Q mood, the gentle blinded look of abject _ 
. -~'"- -- -...... --~ t"endernes s, my st eri ous but real for the , · · ---- -· O--··-···---·--:-~ : - - :_._ ------·· · ~ ----
moment,. t6uchi~g and ~e~\evable (·p .• 149 ) • ---·-·~-----····--·····:·--····=:-:=~~~-~~"'7::~~~,==:::==~--:,---,------ ---
,., 
:T_he mask theme is devel-o-ped further in this scene. . ... 
-·· .' l 
., 
.. ~ 
,~---------...---------------------------------~  
I., 
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The characters do not understand the psychological at-
traction to the ideals they see in each other. They feel, 
like the Indians, strangely bound to each other. Like 
the Hut tens, Freytag, and !'Jirs. Treadwell, David and 
Jenny unconsciously feel it necessary to hide their true 
beings from each other, for fear of having their feelings 
sea.red. Thus, David~adopts his carefree, callous self 
in preparing to meet Jenny. They feel that they will 
know how to act ,-.,1th one another. '· Jenny kno1is as· she 
goes to meet David that their relationship must end. 
She will treat him kindly until the end of the voyage 
when they may part. But, instead, as soon as she sees 
David she attacks him about his conduct the night before. 
The problem-is that as the "lovers" seek to define their 
real selves the.mask must drop. The true self acts in 
.. 
spite of the character since it ~s the true self and 
~ 
not the mask that seek·s. fulfillment. Thus, David is 
surprised at Jenny's changed face in the excerpt re-
corded above. Instead of using these incongruo·us changes 
~s a guide to their selves~ the characters put their faith 
.rJ in their outer selves and C-ontinue, inexplicably, to 
• •• • -• ••·-•--'••• •-••••-·•••"-•-••••-.-··»-· •• ,_.,,.,,·,.";,,,.~-"<":"'•·--~•,•a••••·-•••••••--•••·•• 
\' 
.. - -
. .... . .. ... 
- .. , .........
.. ·····-·············----·-·--···
 ...... ·······--·······-----
·--···- .. 
attack one another in their clo~e embrace. 
----~--··-····----.-,-·-~-·~ -"-"'·'· - ,. ,. .. · ,_,-,··:-·,··-- ··--
' . 
- .. ' ...... ····----· .. ,,,_ 
' 
- - -·-· -· ---- - --
p< 
I 
····•·•·••·--···· 1,)• - .. ' •• ~.,-,-,,_,. __ __. -~--
·· • .....-., ..... ~~-. -- ·• ._ • .-: ---.-~ •• -·.·-·· .• -- • 
. . ·-- - . ·-- .,.,... ---..... ~ .. - ........ --·· -
The·· close struct-ure··-~-·tnrough its counterpoint of 
'- ' 
.. . 
. 
.. 
-----.-
,. .- • "'""•••-~-••••-•-, ., ...... ...., ..... , •• .,._..,.~ • ...-"'"t'llf'•l'••O.•-•--"•._,. •• ,.-.. ,-• ..,..,,...,_..., • ..,._..., ••• -•.,,.••-~ .,,,,-., ''"-> •-• n,~ •-- • • • • 
··- ---- - --- ~ David's-. int~-~-lbr _____ tho.u~gh.t.s··-·-·1r~--·····t-h·e'·'···r~1·r·s·t·· .. ·ar;ici·~i-a·st scenes . . .. -- . ___ :_--=~: ......... . 
... ... .... . . - . .... ····· 
...• -. - , ·-·4. ··~-·--··--·------·----- -----·--· ... ·,.. . ........... ·-----·----~------------···-- ._-· ..... ··-·· ····- ... _ .... .,. ----- ,,_7', -·· -·---····· 
... ·_-···---~--···· .. ·--:·····------~--------~·~"·····-·-~--~····araws ·--t·he· ~theme . and.· va:riat ion group . together • Osten-
i> 
si bly it does so by giving the counterpo.int of David.' s 
thoughts meaning to the mask theme. Also it niakes the 
-,; 
' .. 
' 
.. 
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co~nterpo1nt meaningful to the controlling idea of the 
group and the various ramifications Miss Porter gives 
to this idea. One would expect that love might bring 
relief to a world where people are isolated aud ionely. 
But it does not. The final scene illustrates that David 
and Jenny to all intents and purposes, like Freytag and 
Mrs. Treadwell, really see only in the present. David 
and Jenny care about e\.ch ot~er's past only in so far as 
it helps define and fulfill themselves. They are not 
' 
compelled to seek out the other's important formative 
experiences in hope of coming to realize and understand 
each other in the present. This idea also helps to ex-
plain why love fails aboard the Vera. The lovers are 
almost always more interested in forwarding self than 
in being concerned for the loved one. 
The sum of the ramifications of the formative past 
.idea is to produce ·a panoramic view of why these char-
acters are so isolated and alone. At best they act 
against themselves and at worst they are in conflict 
with one another. And"tragically, 1n a world so starved 
for love, love brings no relief. 
---
.~ 
-·--·. --·-···· -~-- ·--~-·--·-- ------···---· - ...• ·- ·---_, _____ ,, _____ ----··--··-------·· - ....• ·-····- . ... .. . .... - ........... - ·-····· -.. ····· - -·-- ...• --· . - - ''''''" - •· - . . . . . . .,,., -~- ... - ...•....... ·•···• . -···- -'' -····-··· -- ······-········ --- -···. ··-· ..... ____ ,, ..... ·-·· .... --- .. ····-······ ......... ·-·-----·-····-·-··· .. ·-·-·--------·--··-· . ·---------------·--'·---- --- - .. '·-- -
The interrelat:io·n of the four· elements ·in this scene 
-- ···-·-
.C.~-~gro,ip" Is· ce:rtainly · .compl-ex. I see··, however, one ·1mpor~-· ·---··-.~-- ..... ,·.··-··.,------"-·" ___ -- ' --- -. . 
. . ·-·-··· . . . ., ..... .,-" _____ , ..... ., ..... ·····,;e' . . . . . . . . ' 
• ·-~ ~--•""" .-.... - ····--· ··•• _.,, .... ,,.., .•.. "'~~~- ~ • ••~•>'• •-·••~<'••"""'"' ,.,· ., •. , .. ,,,-~,.•,••· .... - ,.,.,,.:,..c,,,.,..,,~., ••~-•--~·-·-~·•·••- ••••·-•-·. ~-~··· ....• , ...... , ___ , •••••~•''"' ' • • , . • •, • 
·--·-·---·-···-: .... _:: ....... : .:· . 'tant patt-ern --~_:rise··~ The G impi~~a,ti.ve details that des-
.......... ,_,,._._ ........ ,., _____________ .,_, ...... , ............ , .. -............... -.········-··· ............ -- .. - .. . -----· ·--· -~~-;:-···";-. .---- -- .... -·;- ····· -·_· -:·---:·--:~·--;···.·-:.:".:: 
cribe the reaction of David's mother to his father's 
' desertion exposes an.~ntense conflict within her as she 
,' ~·.-·, 
..... ·-.-. 
--,-l .... 
.. 
. . . -!'~---..--.- ·-~---:_~~----·.' ·-.·~·- ·~-:-:··-.. "' 0-- • 
.-----------------------------------------
11::-I.-:--"'' 
.I 
. . . 
both laughs and cries. David also expresses these two 
' extremes in hi.s last thougr1ts of the scene in his "I-
don' t-care'' self and his moral self. This position 1s· 
counter po ic ted b}' the er1d_ing of the f ine.l scene as David· 
now takes u.p tii s moral self against his "I-don't-care" 
self in his brief investigation of Jenny's past. ·This 
counterpoint provides insight into the mask theme and 
the Reich theory to help explain why David and Jenny 
~ inexplicably attack one ano·ther and yet are "strangely" 
bound together. In so doing the counterpoint gives 
meaning to the implicative details of Jenny's dream. 
Ironically, the Indians' are imprisoned in love. The· 
meaning of these details, taken together, may now r·e-
·flect back upon David's mother to show that she too was 
locked in love. She strove to treat her husband's de-
,~ parture with scorn but illustrated instaed how intensely 
' . 
she had been hurt. In ter~s of h~r outrage. her break-
d·own before David is almost inexplicable until the Indian 
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· passag-e defines the nature of her ~ave. She felt 1-.n spite 
of not wanting to. From this format1veexpe~ in 
his past, David learned also to.try to refuse feeling • 
::._-· 
' 
' . 
.... .......... ----------~··-~-----· ····-·-.. '·--·--y-e·t·; ·1rorfically, -in .. t·he ··1as·t scene he ··r·s···-1at"er shown· to . . ·.·---.. . -- -
-·--------~--.-· ---~<-:~_,,"'_ be -in a similar love relationship to the one his mot.her . 
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might be said.to be circular, and is nl·cely prompted by 
the use of implicative details and counterpoint of in-
-• 
..... _.... . .. 
cident. The scenes ~nd where they begin. . ... : .•. 
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The structural image of a circle may have 1mpor-
tant thematic meaning. The line of a circle treads 
monotonously in its own path, never able to break into 
new direction. Thus too the lovers tread in their own 
limited path, never able to be free. Jenny perfectly 
. illustrates this imprisonment as she somes to the a-
wareness that she and David must separate before they 
metaphorically kill one another. She comes to meet him 
armed with the resolution of separating, but inexplicably· 
.·~ 
she flares out at him, and the characteristic antagonism 
of their love becomes the pattern she acts within. And 
,: ·~~{; 
soon after she recommits herself to their love by saying 
she will go wherever David wishes. 
David also has a moment of awareness in which he 
knows he and Jenny must part • 
... 
There is no moment of peace, thought David, 
except in that-split second of hope, of belief· 
even, tl1at now, now you··nave had ite If we 
go on together, she is going to be unfaith-
ful to me, she is going to have "affairs." 
as she did before. Why go to Spain with 
·her? Why should we go anywhere together? 
(p. 150)', 
Yet he_ is unable to take advantage of this awareness and · 
------~~---r·-··--·- _.: .. ·-·····-. .. -... -~. ·--· . ,_. 
r • 
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..... ·A: circ1e·-·]~-s-~t·he strongest form known····t·cr··-man. ·· David 
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ney:er· deviating ·1.ine of t.he circle aqd strongly enforced -
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.The image of a circle.also has mean'ifig for the 
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. formative past idea which unites the group of scenes. 
\ 
I have tried to show how this central idea is a means 
toward helping to define the fool theme (by wav J of its 
d~vice, the mask theme), and the failure of love theme. 
In its own right the idea shows aspects of why the char-
acters are so fragmented frorn or1e another ar1cl isolated. 
The image of a tircle is also a desolate one. The line 
continues eternally over its own familiar path. It is 
a symbol of fruitless and endless journeying. So too 
the characters in their rejection and perversions of 
their formative past may never find and understand them-
selves and one another. They are doomed·to a perpetual 
wasteland of isolation and loneliness. 
The overall ironic structure of the novel pie-. 
tures the passengers, in th~ir journey into life, 
voyaging to their point of departure. They refuse to 
see and evaluate life truly, to recogn~ze the co~lex-
11r-·· 
ities and ironies of it in\their attraction to appear~. 
ances. As a consequence they remain s~agnant; neither 
'·'{. 
· they nor their· conceptJons of the world ever change. 
The impo·rtance of the formatti.:e-past-theme~group brings 
:~'f . 
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past, and the reader sees that love will not bring 
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understanding of oneself or of one's "loved-one.•• 
The clrcular structure of this scene group seems to 
--,have an appropriate background in the circular struc-
ture ironj of a ship on a journey to its own departure 
point. 
.. 
The group also contributes to the dramatic struc-
ture. In their phratic conversation Freytag tells Mrs. 
Treadwell about his wife's being Jewish. Later Mrs. 
Treadwell lets this information slip to Lizzi Sp6ken- -. 
kieker. The result of Lizzi's k~owing is Freytag's 
expulsion from the caotain's table in the first climax 
of the book. The group~also introduces the reader to 
important tensions in Freytag and Mrs. Treadwell. Thus {the reader is not surprised (as he might have been if 
he were not aware of the irony of Freytag's adopting a 
. 
. 
con·scious mask unconscio·usly) when he tries to seduce 
Jenny (pp. 432-433) or wheri iMrs •· Treadwell lashes out 
at the male world in the person of Denny (p. 445), 
Finally, the tensions introduced to the reader in David 
u,.-
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and Jenny~~eipecially 1n the delineation of their locked-
~ 
in love, gives definition. to their rising interpersonal 
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age's applicability to David and Jenny I have not 
_given evidence to support my suggestion that it has such 
a symbolic value. 
A case in point of the· applicability of this sym-
bol is Dr. Schumann, who cannot understand his irrational· 
attraction to La· Condesa. Yet in truth, his power urge 
forces him to try to define his potency wlth·La Condesa. 
He too, like David and Jenny, often feels trapped in 
love. Notice again the following quote. 
, , • this malice had tinged his sinful love 
from the first, (or he had loved her from the 
first before he admi tteci it was love; ·as his 
guilt deepened, his· wish to cause her suffering 
of another kihd, in which she would be made 
to feel his hand and his will ••• why did 
his love wish to degrade her? (p, 2JJ). 
Several lines later he thinks, 
_ As for her immodesty, walking about in her 
nightgown, showing her bare ~egs so care-
lessly--there was· something in it very d.is-
respectful to him, as if he were not everl 
present, or was not really a man with whom 
she could exercise a little orudence ••• 
as if he were a harmless ~mpotent (pp.233-234)~ 
• 
L'ike David~ s mother, and Jenny and David, he cannot 
. control himself i-n love at all.~· ~· ' ..... ~.~ .. 
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VII. Conclusion 
I began my paper by asking basically the following 
questions. In a novel as complex and ·ironic as this, 
how can one ever be sure of where he stands? Must the 
ground beneath a reader's critical interpretation con-
sistently fall away as the ground, composed of their 
delusions, constantly shifts beneath the characters 
themselves? Perhaps not. Warren's insight into ~iss 
Porter's 'fiction located three devices of style. In 
underscoring the important relationship between these 
devices, irony, I have suggested how they and the auc-
torial voice may be meaningful guides to understanding 
the delicate and plentiful ironies of Ship of Fool~. 
I began my analysis ·Of the novel with the different 
.stylistic uses of implicative details. I make no 'ClaiIJl 
I 
to having investigated all t.he different uses of detail,. 
I demonstrated how,- on certain stylistic levels of mean-
.. ing, implicative deta11:may be an important guide to 
irony which derive~ from its own meaning or in~orn irony. 
I 
In the next. chapter, __ directed by H~ilman' s lead., I 
reviewed four different tones· of the auctorial voice. 
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materials q_f her noveJ_ she felt that comme·ntary would be 
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needed to orient the reader from time to time in .so complex 
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a book with so many characters. I further analyzed 
the relationship between implicative detail and the 
auctorial voice, postulating the belief that the in-
creased usage of the volce caused a decreased use of 
implicative detail over her uses of both in the short 
fiction a }'IY study gives credence ·to Ivlar jorie Ryan's 
contention t.hat the lyrical overtones of the short 
stories are the undertones of the novel and the satiric 
undertones of the stories have become the overtones of 
the novel. 
In my chapter on the structure of Ship of Fools, a 
preparatory chapter for the next one, I discussed the 
) 
manner in which the fool theme helps to draw the small 
theme and variation groups into the mainstream of the 
novel's meaning. I .also discussed the ironic voyage 
structure. The Vera journies to its own point of de-
parture. Finally I reviewed how the dramatic s-tructure · 
helps unite scene groups. 
The last chapter is of course the ma.jar portion 
of this paper. It bears the burden of proving the 
-
validity and usefulness _of my strategy for studying 
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Again the devices which bring into being this new 
irony are instrumental in discovering lt. So it is with 
implicative details 1r1 tr1e importance. of the formative-
past theme and variation group. Implicative details 
first describe the ironic dual emotions of David's 
mother to her husband's running off with another woman. 
Soon after, l1iiss Porter shapes the implicative details 
of the Indian lovers' passage into a symbolic represen-
tation of David's and Jenny's love. The Indian lovers' 
passage also becomes symbolic of his mother's love and 
defines a h!gher irony than just her contrasts of emotion 
·did. This leads to the overall irony of David·, who 
. 
wishes to avoid the climactic seizures of emotion that 
his mother's love caused in her, falling into a similar 
'"". kind of love. 
The auctorial voioe is also of course a primary 
guide to ironic meanings,· and it often blends with the 
other devices. Thus the close juxtaposition of the two 
scenes in which Freytag has a part makes the auctorial 
comment about his ''.malicious satisfaction" meaningful and 
. d-ireet-s the r-eader' s attentiort-·-to the dramatization of 
I •.• 
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importance of his reverie. This is basically ironic, 
for Freytag represses his reverie so quickly. But 
. 
counterpoint most frequer.tly 1·1orks closel~l vii th the 
close structure of scene groups in raising basic ironies 
to more complex and more significant levels of meaning 
such as defining major aspects of themes, The counter-
point of the ending of the last parts of the first and 
final scenes of the group I studied is significant to 
t •. ~ 
the mask theme; it shows that the characters cannot 
always control their masks. The characters believe in 
their mask selves and then, inexplicably, act out. of 
their real selves at times. This -causes them great in-
ternal conflict, fpr they cannot explain their actions. 
This last irony r~Pesents a development of the comic 
irony instigated earlier by the justaposition of the 
Huttens' scene to __ l)avid' s, in which I-'liss Porter satirizes 
"° ' .. 
the foolishness of the cha.racters adopting their masks 
as if their intense, traumatic inner feelings could e~sily /l ' 
_,, 
·be contended with, Finally, the counterpoint of the first 
' 
I and last scenes of t~e formative past group leads to the 
structural irony of the~circle image. Here the full im-
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characters, actions, internal monologues, personal or 
interpersonal conflicts in the work. I also propose 
the strategy to those perplexed by the structure of 
the novel, especially since both the overall structure 
and, if my study is any indication, the scene groups' 
' 
close structure have thematic meaning. I would suggest 
... 
that the reader look for scenes contrapuntally placed 
together, as this will often bring insight into Miss· 
Porter's arrangement of scenes and provide illumination 
of ironies within those scenes. I would also suggest 
my strategy to those who are aesthetically interested 
in the seamless, rich, qrganic naturepof the work. 
For those who consider-my proposal workable this 
~ is the beginning, not the end. 
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